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The Marital Interaction Dimension Inventory (MIDI) is an

assessment instrument that evaluates marital relationships on

seven dimensions; sexuality, self-disclosure, emotional

affiliation, conflict resolution, power outcome, commitment, and
identity. Conflict resolution and power outcome are assessed

through the use of subscales reflecting particular styles of
resolving conflicts (engaging, avoiding, and dominating). The
MIDI provides scores on an individual's actual and desired
relationship. In addition, item difference scores indicate the
individual's satisfaction with each aspect of his or her marriage.
A validity study demonstrated that the MIDI accounts for
differences in marriages by assessing relationships on several
dimensions. Factor analysis indicated that scales and subscales
formed generally distinct factors. Using regression analysis,
several of the scales were found to explain the variance in
marital satisfaction when using the actual relationship or
difference scores. Concurrent validity was demonstrated by
expected correlations between the scales and subscales and other
instruments that measure similar concepts. Matched groups,
differing on level of marital satisfaction, were used to test the
hypothesis that they would score differently on the scales and



subscales of the MIDI. Multivariate analysis of variance results

using both actual and item difference scores indicated that MIDI

scales and subscales reflect variations in marital satisfaction.

Finally, comparisons of the scales with demographic variables

replicated previous results reported in the literature. Thus, the

MIDI was shown to be a valid instrument for assessing

dimensions of marriages and a valuable tool for both clinicians

and researchers.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Marital Interaction Dimension Inventory (MIDI) is a
questionnaire designed to assess significant aspects of marital
relationships. Previous investigations have demonstrated the
reliability of the scales and subscales of the MIDI (D'Angelo &
Marshall, 1987). The current study will employ several
methods to establish the validity of the instrument.

Relationships of love and marriage have been of interest to
philosophers, novelists, playwrights, and theologians since
ancient times. More recently, psychologists have begun to
examine spousal interactions. Hinde (1981) calls for a
multivariate approach for understanding marital relationships.
He believes that attention should be directed toward describing
dimensions that contribute to marital satisfaction and describe
the unique elements of the relationship. Many theoretical views
(e.g., Anchin & Kiesler, 1982; Bateson, Jackson, Haley, &
Weakland, 1956; Laing, 1964) argue that only by studying the
unique combination of various types of interactions that occur
within the couple can marital relationship be understood.

Research has found intimate relationships to effect the
psychological health of the individual in a variety of ways.
Neurosis has been found to be associated with "deficiency in
close attachment" (Henderson, Byrne & Jones, 1980). In
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addition, the absence of a "close, confiding relationship" has
been identified as a vulnerability factor in the development of
depression in women (Brown, Brolchain & Harris, 1975) and
men (Costello, 1982; Solomon & Bromet, 1982). Furthermore,
the capacity for maintaining intimacy seems to be a determinant
of psychological health (Valliant, 1978). Finally, lack of
marital intimacy has been associated with "nonpsychotic
emotional illness" (Hames & Waring, 1979; Waring, McElrath,
Lefcoe & Weisz, 1981). In a review, McReynolds and Waring
(1984) note that lack of intimacy has been correlated with
loneliness, depression, psychosomatic illness, and overall poor
physical health.

The importance of examining and evaluating intimate
relationships in psychological therapy has been discussed by
researchers and theorists. Sullivan (1953) used intimate
relationships as the primary focus for understanding the
individual's personality and intervention during psychotherapy.
Failure to develop intimacy has been found to be the leading
factor identified by patients for seeking therapy (Horowitz,
1979). Others have suggested that therapy for nonpsychotic
patients should always focus, in part, on reconnecting
inadequate social bonds (Pattison, 1977; Speck & Rueveni,
1969; Weissman & Paykel, 1974). This indicates the
importance of assessing an individual's intimate relationships in
a wide variety of clinical situations.
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The need to assess intimate relationships is of even greater

importance in marital and family therapy. With one half of all

marriages in America ending in divorce (Glick, 1979), marital

distress and the need for clinical intervention are widespread.

Evaluating marital relationships may also be an important part

of family therapy. It has been suggested that the basis of

dysfunctional family interactions lies in the marital relationship

(Minuchin, 1974). Thus, there appears to be a need for marital

assessment that will provide information on problematic aspects

of the relationship in a variety of clinical settings.

Many therapists have focused on the individual's subjective

view of his or her relationship (Benjamin, 1974; Cashdan,

1982). These therapists believe that the relationship can only

be understood by viewing each person's behavior as a result of

his or her personal perception of himself or herself, the

environment, and the other person. Thus, in order to

understand an individual's behavior, it is necessary to evaluate

the person's perceptions of his or her partner and self.

Research has suggested that self-report measures that assess

each person's perception of marital patterns are able to evaluate

marital satisfaction better than behavioral observations

(Broderick & O'Leary, 1986). For marital assessment to be

clinically useful, the couple's subjective view of various aspects

of their interpersonal patterns should be illuminated. This

allows the clinician to assist persons to alter relevant behaviors
or perceptions to increase their satisfaction.
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There are instruments that assess the overall satisfaction of

individuals with their marriages (Locke & Wallace, 1959,

Spanier, 1976) or the degree of overall intimacy between

persons (Miller & Lefcourt, 1982). These scales differentiate

satisfied from dissatisfied couples. Global measures of marital

satisfaction are often employed to establish broad criterion

groups in marital research. While useful for these purposes,

they are not helpful for to a clinician because they do not

direct the practitioner to specific areas of difficulty. In

addition, these instruments are not able to describe ways that

one marriage may or may not differ from another except for

this single broad discrimination.

To be of maximum benefit to the clinician, assessment

instruments should be able to direct intervention to maladaptive

types of interactions between the individuals. This is typically

done by employing several scales to evaluate the marriage. For
example, the Personal Assessment of Intimacy in Relationships

(PAIR) (Schaefer & Olsen, 1981) provides measures of

satisfaction in areas such as recreational or intellectual

intimacy. This provides an assessment of the closeness the
individual experiences with his or her partner in these areas.
For example, recreational intimacy assesses the degree to which
a couple engages in leisure time together and enjoys these
interactions. The couple's interactions during recreation are not

addressed. Instruments such as the Dyadic Adjustment Scale
(Spanier, 1976), measure different outcomes of these
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interactions, such as dyadic consensus or dyadic satisfaction,
but does not evaluate the types of interactions that contribute to
these outcomes.

Several types of marital interactions may be assessed using
a variety of instruments which assess a single type of marital
interaction. For example, there are scales that assess sexuality
(Schiavi, Derogatis, Kuriansky, O'Connor, & Sharpe, 1979) or
self-disclosure (Jourard, 1971). When employed singularly,
these instruments ignore many of the different types of
interactions within marriages. Even when several instruments
are used in conjunction, information does not exist in the
literature on how separate scales interrelate to provide an
evaluation of the entire relationship.

Multidimensional measures of marital relationships have
been developed (Fowers & Olson, 1989; Snyder, 1979; Waring
& Reddon, 1983), but few assess the relationship that the
marital partners desire or believe is ideal. Yet, this appears to
be important information for evaluating the contribution of
various dimensions to the person's satisfaction. One of the first
published reports investigating correlates of marital happiness
(Terman, Buttenweiser, Ferguson, Johnson & Wilson, 1938)
found no relationship between demographic or personality
variables and satisfaction. However, a strong relationship was
found between marital satisfaction and the lack of discrepancy
between what the individuals actually received in their
relationship and what they believed was ideal or desirable.
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More recently, it has been proposed that variations in

satisfaction between couples can only be accounted for by

considering the difference between partners' subjective

evaluation of aspects of the relationship and his or her

aspirations for the type of interactions involved (Campbell,

Converse & Rodgers, 1976). Therefore, the person's marriage

and his or her satisfaction may be more accurately assessed by

examining the discrepancy between the person's perceived actual

and ideal relationship. For example, one person may experience

the sexual interaction in his or her relationship as satisfactory

because it approximates what he or she desires. Another

person, with a similar sexual relationship, may be dissatisfied

due to the divergence between what he or she experiences and

his or her desires.

The PAIR (Schaefer & Olsen, 1981) is one instrument that

assesses actual and desired aspects of marital relationships. As

discussed previously, the PAIR does not attempt to address

particular aspects of interactions. The Family Adaptability and

Cohesion Evaluation Scale (FACES-III) (Olson, Portner &

Lavee, 1985) measures how family members perceive their

family as a whole, and how they would like it to be. This

instrument does not evaluate the marital relationship, instead

addressing the family as a whole. Moreover, it employes only

two subscales to describe family functioning; cohesion and

adaptability. The Fundamental Interpersonal Relations

Orientations Scale (FIRO-B) (Schutz, 1967) produces actual and
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desired scores on three dimensions involving a person's means

of relating to others. The FIRO-B is designed to assess the

person's typical style of relating to others. The scores obtained

are not specific for a particular relationship, such as the

person's marriage. To address this need, the Marital Attitude

Evaluation (MATE) (Schutz, 1978) was developed which assess

a person's feelings toward his or her partner on these three

dimensions; affiliation, power, and inclusion. It may be

clinically useful for elements of some of the dimensions of the
FIRO-B and MATE to be examined more specifically so that

more narrowly defined interactions related to marital

satisfaction may be evaluated.

Marital Interaction Dimension Inventory

The Marital Interaction Dimension Inventory (MIDI)

(D'Angelo & Marshall, 1987) was developed to assess
individuals' perceived actual and desired interactions in several
domains. The dimensions of affiliation, power, and inclusion,

as described by Anchin and Kiesler (1982), were used as broad
areas of marital interaction. Leary (1957) described two of
these in developing his circumplex model of human interactions.
He stated that interpersonal behaviors can be described by the
axes of love-hate, and dominance- submission. These domains
have also been called affection and status dimensions (Wiggins,
1979) and intimacy and power (McAdams, 1984). Benjamin

(1974) expanded this model by adding the dimension of

inclusion.
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The areas of affiliation and power consist of various
elements of relating with another person. Therefore, the MIDI
employs several scales within affiliation and power to provide
the clinician with a more specific understanding of the marital
interactions. In addition, the development of a sense of
individual identity has been proposed as a necessary foundation
for interpersonal relationships by many theorists and researchers
(Erikson, 1950; Kacerguis & Adams, 1980; Levitz-Jones &
Orlofsky, 1985; Waring & Reddon, 1983). Because of the
potential clinical utility for determining its contribution to
marital difficulties, a scale evaluating identity was included in
the MIDI. Thus, the MIDI assesses seven factors; sexuality,
self-disclosure, emotional affiliation, conflict resolution, power
outcome, commitment, and identity. The measures employed for
conflict resolution and power outcome were designed to allow
the clinician to describe the perceived tactics used to resolve
conflicts and the influence the person is believed to possess
when utilizing these methods. The items used to assess these
areas form three reliable subscales for both conflict resolution
and power outcome reflecting distinct styles of resolving
conflicts and the perceived power of the person's partner when
using the tactics. The subscales for the dimensions of conflict
resolution and power outcome were named engaging, avoiding,
and dominating. The eleven scales and subscales of the MIDI
may be found in Tables 1 through 11, Appendix C. These
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dimensions and their theoretical and empirical foundation will
be examined in the discussion that follows.

Items for each of the scales were adapted from a number of
questionnaires that appeared to measure similar constructs.
These contained both positively and negatively worded items.
The items were given to a panel of experts who sorted them
into one of seven categories corresponding to the seven
dimensions. Twenty-two items that were not correctly sorted by
most of the judges were eliminated. This procedure was
designed to provide content validity for the questionnaire.

An opportunity sample of 250 married respondents
completed a questionnaire consisting of the remaining 109 items
as well as answering some demographic questions. Each item
consists of two parts. First, individuals were asked to indicate
the degree to which the content of the item reflected his or her
current relationship. The response scale ranged from 1 (not at
all true) to 8 (very true). Next, the respondents indicated how
desirable the content was for their relationship from 1 (very
undesirable) to 8 (very desirable). As a result, scores were
obtained for the person's perception of his or her actual
relationship and what he or she desires. While high or low
scores on the items provide a useful description, they are more
valuable when compared with what an individual desires. The
difference between the person's perception of his or her actual
relationship and what he or she desires is indicative of
dissatisfaction with this aspect of the relationship.
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Prior to scale analysis, the scores for negatively worded

items were reversed so that higher scores reflected more of the

type of interaction described by the dimension. Items were

retained based on their correlation with the total scale of the

dimension (or subscale for those within conflict resolution and

power outcome). Information on the reliability of the actual

and desired scales are contained in Tables 1 through 11,

Appendix C. Using this procedure, 32 items were dropped.

Reliable scales were produced consisting of 77 items. The

internal reliability scores on the measures of the actual

relationship ranged from .70 to .91 using Cronbach's coefficient

alpha. Test-retest scores after four weeks using a subsample of

respondents produced correlations from .54 to .94 on the actual

relationship scales.

Items of the desirability scales generally produced lower

reliability coefficients. It was essential to retain the same

items for measuring the actual and desired relationship. Hence,

scale revision of the desirability questions was not conducted.

Cronbach's coefficient alpha for the desirability scales ranged
from .62 to .91. Time related reliability correlation coefficients

between .49 and .87 were obtained on the desirability scales.

One reason for the lower reliability on these scales may have
been the confusion indicated by some respondents involving the
instructions for, and wording of the desirability items. These
problems were addressed in a pilot study prior to the validation

procedures.
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Affiliation

The first broad area used to conceptualize relationships is
affiliation. Others have termed this dimension as intimacy
(Berman and Lief, 1975) or as described by Leary (1957), the
love-hate axis. He described relationships as complementary, or
stable and likely to continue, when individuals are in similar
directions on this axis. In other words, the relationship is
complementary when both persons have feelings of either love
or hate toward the other. Affiliation, however, is more than
this. It includes the means by which two individuals maintain
closeness, attachment, affection and love.

While the dimensions of power and inclusion also
contribute, affiliation or intimacy may be most closely related
to marital satisfaction (Waring, McElrath, Mitchell & Derry,
1981). Intimacy may be more commonly used in describing this
aspect of relationships in psychological literature, however,
since the this term has come to be used in a. variety of ways,
affiliation is employed in the present discussion.

Tolstedt and Stokes (1983) suggested that affiliation
encompasses three domains; physical, verbal, and affective.
While they found that these domains interact to some degree,
they are relatively distinct, and each contributes to overall
marital satisfaction. This distinction is employed in the MIDI
to describe affiliation in order to to create more specific
measures and increase the clinical utility of the instrument.
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. One factor that differentiates marital
relationships from intimate friendships, is the presence of a
sexual interaction. Sexuality is an important aspect of marital
relationships and has received considerable attention. Sullivan
(1953) described the most important task of adolescence as the
integration of sex in intimate relationships. The term sexuality
has been used and defined in a number of ways. Freud (1933)
defined sexuality as "all expressions of tender feelings." In
contrast to this broad definition, others included only those
behaviors that lead to intercourse (Kaplan, 1974). The MIDI
operationalizes sexuality as the physical demonstration of
affection. Thus, sexuality is the physical expression of
affiliation.

Difficulties of a sexual nature are prevalent in couples
experiencing problematic marriages. One study of couples
seeking marital counseling found that the areas of greatest
distress were sex and compatibility (Crane & Mead, 1980). Inaddition, a survey of 250 marital therapists reported that sexual
problems were present in more than half the couples they
counseled (Geiss & O'Leary, 1981). Therefore, the need toevaluate the sexual relationship is often an integral part of
marital counseling.

The relationship between sexuality and overall satisfaction
has been demonstrated in a number of studies. Research byPineo (1961) found that declines in marital satisfaction were
correlated with decreases in demonstrations of affection and
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sex. Hicks and Platt (1970) reviewed the research on marital

satisfaction conducted in the sixties. They concluded that a

positive correlation has been repeatedly found between the

subjective satisfaction of the partners with their sexual

relationship and overall marital satisfaction. In addition,

Cheung and Hudson (1982) found that the Index of Marital

Satisfaction, which is highly correlated (L. = .71) with other

established measures of sexual satisfaction, reliably

discriminates between those seeking marital counseling and

those who were not. Others have found that couples

participating in programs designed to improve their sexual

relationship, have experienced greater overall marital

satisfaction, even months after the program was completed

(Cooper & Stoltenberg, 1987). Finally, the correlation between

the sexual relationship and marital satisfaction was demonstrated

in a study by Howard and Dawes (1976). They found that by

simply counting the couples' frequency of intercourse and

subtracting the number of arguments over a period of time, they

were able to reliably predict marital satisfaction.

However, assessing the individual's satisfaction with the

sexual component of his or her relationship is more than simply

counting the frequency of sexual activity. In an early study, no

significant relation was been found between sexual frequency

and overall satisfaction with the marriage (Terman, et al.,

1938). Aspects of a couple's sexual relationship have been

factor analyzed (Perlman & Abramson, 1982). Three factors
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emerged that contribute to sexual satisfaction; satisfaction, age

or duration of the relationship, and sexual frequency. This

indicates that while sexual frequency may be important, the

person's subjective satisfaction and pleasure from the activity

must also be assessed.

Research using other measures have demonstrated sexuality

as a distinct factor. In the development of the Waring Intimacy

Questionnaire (Waring & Reddon, 1983), sexuality emerged as

one of eight factors of marital intimacy. Research using the

PAIR (Schaefer & Olsen, 1981) has also found sexuality to be

a distinct area of marital relationships. The PAIR

operationalizes sexuality as "the experience of sharing general

affection and/or sexual activity" (p. 50). The distinctiveness of

the component was demonstrated by the low correlations

between sexuality and the other areas measured by the PAIR.

(All correlations were less than .20.) Moreover, affective

expression, defined as the physical demonstration of affection,

is one of four factors that emerged in the development of the
Dyadic Adjustment Scale (Spanier, 1976).

The age of the individuals may influence the importance

spouses place on sexual satisfaction for the overall marital

relationship. One study (Reedy, Birren & Schaie, 1981) found
that older couples rated the sexual relationship as less important
to their marriage than younger couples. But sexual interest and
activity remains high throughout one's lifetime, especially if a
partner is available (Pfeiffer, Verwoerdt & Wang, 1968; 1969).
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Therefore, the importance of this interaction to the couple may

decline with age but continue to play an important role.

Research examining gender differences has produced

conflicting results. Some studies have found women obtain

higher scores on measures of sexual satisfaction (Parelman,

1983; Rhyne, 1981) while other research has found the opposite
(Patton & Waring, 1985). Another study found no differences

between males and females on a number of dimensions of
sexual satisfaction and no difference in overall sexual

satisfaction (Perlman & Abramson, 1982). It is possible that
the relative importance of the sexual relationship for men and
women and the contribution to overall marital satisfaction may
differ, but the current research is inconclusive.

In summary, sexuality is the physical expression of
affiliation or intimacy. While it must be viewed within the
total context of the relationship, sexuality is a distinct
component and makes an independent contribution to the
satisfaction of individuals with their marriage. The MIDI
assesses the person's perception of his or her actual sexual
relationship and his or her aspirations for this domain. The
MIDI is designed so that discrepancy between the actual and
desired items of the sexuality scale is indicative of difficulties
and dissatisfaction with sexual interactions. The sexuality scale
of the MIDI contains eight items that address both sexual
frequency and satisfaction with the sexual relationship. Items,

^il t :# :nhY:: _-. i: .-:C-. wr e:.u:1..--; v. ,... a.vw:i:,a ,:.-.+v .e,.e.,..,. -. g .. .. w8-...,. _,
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reliability data, and item to total scale correlations may be
found in Table 1, Appendix C.

SLf-diiQIosu.The verbal component of affiliation has
been examined by numerous researchers and theorists. Couples
have repeatedly reported that communication, usually defined as
self-disclosure and listening, is an .integral part of their
relationship (Reedy, et al., 1981). In addition, a survey of
marital therapists found that 84% of couples seeking counseling
consider lack of communication to be a problem in their
marriage (Geiss & O'Leary, 1981). Moreover, theorists have
described the importance of verbal behavior between
individuals, employing this as a primary element in their
theories of relationships (Altman & Taylor, 1973; Hendrick,
1981; Murstein, 1974). Hence, the verbal interaction between
partners has been identified as playing an important role in
developing and maintaining close relationships.

Verbal communication may be viewed as containing two
parts; the disclosure of information to another person and
listening or decoding of statements. There is some basis for
focusing on only disclosure while neglecting listening or
understanding. Satisfied and dissatisfied couples have been
found to show no difference in their ability to understand ordecode communications. However, satisfied couples were much
better disclosers, or encoders, than were dissatisfied couples
(Noller, 1980).
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Researchers have frequently examined the verbal aspect of

relationships through the revelation of personal information and

feelings to another person. Self-disclosure was first

investigated by Jourard (1971). He believed that the ability to

disclose personal information was a characteristic of

psychological health and necessary for forming interpersonal

relationships. Altman and Taylor's (1973) theory of the stages

of relationship development is based solely on the concept of

self-disclosure. The relationship becomes more intimate as the

individuals verbally share personal information and knowledge

of each other. When individuals have shared personal

information and experiences in a broad range of content areas

they gain a knowledge of each other, and cognitive and

affective understanding of the other's world (Hinde, 1978). In

addition, failure to disclose on some topics may create focal

areas for marital maladjustment (Murstein, 1974).

Self-disclosure has emerged as a separate factor related to

intimacy on number of marital assessment instruments. The

Waring Intimacy Questionnaire employs expressiveness as one

of eight factors (Waring, 1984; Waring & Reddon, 1983).

Cognitive self-disclosure is assessed on the PAIR within the

dimension of intellectual intimacy, defined as the experience of

sharing ideas with the marital partner (Schaefer & Olsen, 1981).

In developing these instruments, self-disclosure emerged as a

distinct factor related to marital intimacy.
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Research over the past 30 years has repeatedly found

self-disclosure to be related to marital satisfaction (Beach &

Broderick, 1983; Bienvenu, 1970; Hendrick, 1981; Komarovsky,

1962; Miller, Corrales & Wackman, 1975; Pineo, 1961; Shea &

Adams, 1984). In addition, self-disclosure has been a common

focus in marital therapy. Changes in communication during the

course of marital treatment have been found to be related to

changes in marital satisfaction (Beach & Broderick, 1983).

Moreover, research has suggested that increasing disclosures

may facilitate intimacy (Chelune, Waring, Vosk, Sultan &

Ogden, 1984; Waring & Chelune, 1983) and increase marital

satisfaction (Waring, 1981).

Altman and Taylor (1973) have suggested that during

relationship dissolution a depenetration process occurs. During

this process, self-disclosure decreases in breadth and depth.

Research has found that couples seeking marital counseling do

exhibit a decrease in the breadth of information, but not in

depth of disclosure (Tolstedt & Stokes, 1983). Among these

couples, self-disclosures tended to be negative and critical,

indicating that when relationship dissolution occurs,

self-disclosure becomes restricted to a few negative topic areas.

After reviewing these results, items were chosen for the MIDI

to reflect both breadth and depth of self-disclosure. In

addition, some items refer to the ability of the person's spouse

to express positive emotions. Since satisfied and dissatisfied

couples seem to be equally willing to articulate negative



emotions (Tolstedt & Stokes, 1983), items involving this type of
self- disclosure are not included in the MIDI.

Cozby (1973), in reviewing the research, reported that when
one partner discloses more than the other, there is less
satisfaction in the relationship for both partners. When these
discrepancies become extreme, the .individuals will distort their
perceptions in order to perceive their partner as more closely
approximating the disclosure they expect (Davidson, Balswick &
Halverson, 1983). It appears that when the self-disclosure a
person receives from his or her spouse differs from what he or
she anticipates, less satisfaction results. Thus, it is important
to measure the person's perception of his or her spouse's
self-disclosure, as well as what he or she desires.

There appears to be differences in self-disclosure related to
gender and length of the relationship. Woman have long been
thought to be better able to self-disclose than men
(Komarovsky, 1962), while men and women appear to be
equally able to understand or decode statements made by their
partner (Noller, 1980). This gender difference in self-disclosure
appears to be related to traditional sex roles. For example, in
traditional, single-career couples, wives tend to be more
disclosing (Rosenfeld & Welsh, 1985). However, men and
women disclosed equally in dual-career couples where
presumably the partners have less traditional roles.

Self-disclosure has been found to decrease with years of
marriage (Hendrick, 1981). In addition, communication has

19
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been found to be rated as more important by younger couples
(Reedy, et al., 1981). Previous research using the MIDI has
also found a negative correlation between self-disclosure and
the duration of the relationship (. = -.13, p. < .05, D'Angelo &
Marshall, 1987).

In summary, the verbal dimension of affiliation has been a
central factor in theories, therapy, and assessment of marital
relationships. Further, it is more important to examine
self-disclosure, rather than listening, to distinguish between
marriages that are satisfying and those that are not. Verbal
interactions between dissatisfied couples tend to deteriorate to
negative, critical statements that are restricted to a narrow
range of topic areas. In addition, relationships where one
person discloses more than the other tend to be less satisfying.

The self-disclosure scale of the MIDI contains eight items
that assess breadth and depth of self-disclosure as well as the
the expression of positive emotions. The disclosures that a
person receives as well as what he or she desires are measured
on the MIDI. Greater discrepancy between these items is
reflective of increased dissatisfaction with verbal affiliation.
The self-disclosure scale items, reliability data, and item to
total scale correlations may be found in Table 2, Appendix C.

Emotional affiliation. Emotional affiliation is the term used
here for the affective element of affiliation. Sullivan (1953)
discussed the emotional element in relationships in his concept
of the "interpersonal field" which has been defined as a sharing
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of reciprocal emotions between persons (Chapman & Chapman,

1980). Parelman (1983) used the phrase "caring and emotional

support" defined this feelings of closeness involving mutual

liking, loving, and emotional support. This aspect of

relationships was also investigated by Rubin (1970) with his

Loving Scale. Thus, emotional affiliation may be defined as the

emotional interaction that occurs during intimate relationships

that includes feelings of love (Rubin, 1970), care,

responsibility, respect (Fromm, 1956), dependency, trust

(Erikson, 1950), attachment (Harlow, 1958), and absorption

(Slater, 1963).

The importance of emotional affiliation in relationships has

frequently been demonstrated in psychological literature. The

lack of emotional closeness has been cited in a survey of

marital therapists as occurring in over half the couples seeking

marital counseling (Geiss & O'Leary, 1981). Couples report

that a lack of caring and emotional affiliation is a frequent

problem (Cunningham, Braiker & Kelley, 1982) and usually rate

emotional caring and support as the most important aspect of

their relationship (Reedy, et al., 1981). This has been found to

be a distinct factor of marital relationships (Parelman, 1983;

Waring, 1984; Waring & Reddon, 1983) and correlated with the

couple's overall satisfaction (Hicks & Platt, 1970; Parelman,

1983; Turkowitz & O'Leary, 1981) .

The affective component of affiliation is evaluated by the
emotional affiliation scale of the MIDI. This scale is composed
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of nine items designed to describe the variety of emotions that
bond the couple to one another. Items assess feelings of love,
respect, responsibility, care, trust, and closeness. Items and
statistical information on this scale may be found in Table 3,
Appendix C.

In conclusion, affiliation is the means by which feelings of
closeness and involvement between the partners are created and
maintained. Three domains reflect the physical, verbal, and
emotional interaction of the couple. There is evidence that
higher levels of affiliation within each domain may increase the
satisfaction of the individuals with their marriage. However,
the divergence between the individuals' actual relationship and
what they would desire has also been found to be related to
marital dissatisfaction (Campbell, et al., 1976; Terman et al.,
1938). Moreover, exchange theorists predict that persons
attempt to form relationships in which the rewards they receive
approximate that which they desire (Burgess & Huston, 1979;
Burgess & Nielson, 1974; Foa & Foa, 1974). Thus, as a person
receives more of what he or she desires from his or her partner,
the relationship is likely to be more satisfying.

The MIDI contains three scales, sexuality, self- disclosure,
and emotional affiliation, that measure the domains of
affiliation. These three dimensions are the different means by
which affiliation is maintained. In addition, actual and desired
aspects of affiliation are assessed. The congruence between the
person's perception of his or her actual relationship and what
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he or she desires on each item of the dimension is evaluated.
A discrepancy between the actual and desired items on a
dimension would be indicative of difficulties in these types of
interactions.

Power

The next broad dimension involved in describing
relationships is control or power. When discussing
relationships, this usually refers to the manner by which
decisions are reached and the outcome of these decisions. The
importance of how decisions are made in marital relationships
has been frequently examined. When couples have described
their problems, decision conflicts were most frequently
mentioned (Cunningham, et al., 1982). In addition, Geiss &
O'Leary (1981) found that power struggles were among the
marital problems reported by over half the couples they saw in
therapy.

Reviews by Fitzpatrick and Winke (1979) and Gray-Little
and Burks (1983), divided research on power into three areas.
The first domain describes the bases of power. This involves
the possession of coveted resources, rewards, and knowledge.
Power process involves the tactics each party uses to achieve
his or her desires. Finally, power outcome refers to who wins
disagreements or arguments within the couple. Gray- Little andBurks (1983) state that power bases may be inferred when
outcome and process are understood. Process and outcome
reflect the power bases involved, making examination of
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specific power bases unnecessary for evaluating couples'

interaction on power issues. Therefore, the investigation of

power in marital relationships may be studied by examining the

process or tactics by which conflicts are resolved, and assessing

the outcome of conflicts, or the influence that is asserted within

the couple.

One study (Koren, Carlton & Shaw, 1980) found a

relationship between overall satisfaction with the marriage and

satisfaction with the outcome of a particular conflict. Yet, the

amount of conflict reported is not necessarily related to

satisfaction with the relationship (Osmond & Martin, 1978).

Instead, a combination of power outcome and conflict resolution

strategies may be a better predictor, although the effect of

strategies may outweigh that of power outcome (Gray-Little &

Burks, 1983). Despite the relationship between conflict

resolution strategies and power outcome, they have been shown

to be distinct factors related to marital satisfaction (Koren, et

al., 1980).

Conflict resolution. Early theorists and researchers have

discussed conflict resolution strategies. Haley (1963) proposed

that in order to gain an understanding of interpersonal

relationships, a description of the patterns of behavior that

persons repeatedly use in conflictual situations is needed. In

addition, early research (Blood & Wolfe, 1960) found that the

structure by which conflicts are resolved is related to marital

satisfaction. Therefore, an understanding of the conflict
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resolution strategies a couple employs is an integral part of
describing marital relationships.

Falbo and Peplau (1980) created a two-dimensional model to
organize conflict resolution strategies. The first axis was
named unilateral-bilateral. When bilateral strategies are
employed, a decision is reached through mutual agreement
between the individuals. This includes such behaviors as
bargaining, persuasion, and reasoning. In contrast, individuals
employing unilateral strategies do not attempt to reach a
mutually agreeable decision. This may involve behaviors such
as withdrawing, demanding, or each person doing what he or
she wishes. Falbo and Peplau found no relationship between
this dimension and satisfaction with the relationship. The
second axis in this model is direct- indirect. Direct strategies
include such behaviors as asking, telling, and reasoning.
Indirect strategies include hinting, withdrawal, and ignoring the
problem. They found that individuals who are more likely to
use direct strategies are more satisfied with their relationship.

Other investigators have examined conflict resolution
strategies by observing and classifying the communications of
the couple. There is no difference between distressed and
nondistressed couples regarding their use of inquiries for
information or solution proposals (Gottman, Markham, &
Notarius, 1977; Koren, et al., 1980; Raush, Barry, Hertal &
Swain, 1974; Royce & Weiss, 1975). Instead, the way the
partner reacts to inquiries and solution proposals has been found

aim
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to differentiate satisfied from dissatisfied marriages. The
responsiveness or openness of the individual's partner to
inquiries or solution proposals has repeatedly been found to be
characteristic of satisfied couples (Gottman, 1982; Gottman, et
al., 1977; Pineo, 1961; Raush, et al., 1974; Royce & Weiss,
1975). Criticism and disparagement of the partner's statements
are characteristic of dissatisfied couples (Gottman, 1982; Koren,
et al., 1980; Pineo, 1961; Raush, et al., 1974).

Finally, there appears to be differences in the conflict
resolution strategies that men and women are more likely to
employ. Woman have been found to be more likely to use
unilateral strategies, while men tend to employ bilateral
strategies (Falbo & Peplau, 1980). This may be caused by the
perceived difference in power in traditional marriages. Persons
perceiving themselves to have greater power have been found to
use bilateral strategies (Falbo & Peplau, 1980).

In summary, the couple's marital satisfaction does not
appear to be related to the amount of marital conflict, but
rather, to the comfort of the person with the resolution
strategies his or her partner employs. The degree of
responsiveness and the absence of criticism and disparagement
of the other's inquiries and solution proposals may reflect that
the tactics employed by the partner approximate the person's
beliefs regarding desired ways of resolving conflicts. Although
some means of reaching solutions may seem undesirable to most
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people (for example, demanding or withdrawal), this may not be

so for every person.

The MIDI was based upon the assumption that greater

discrepancy between the actual and desired items on the conflict

resolution subscales would be associated with marital

dissatisfaction. It employs three subscales that assess how a

person's spouse is perceived to seek solutions to disagreements

and what type of solutions are sought. The engaging subscale

reflects the degree to which mutual agreement on the solution is

actively and directly pursued. It is comprised of four items

reflecting actively seeking a mutually agreed upon solution.

The items, reliability information, and item to total correlations

are contained in Table 4, Appendix C. A high score on this

scale reflects that the person perceives his or her partner to

frequently attempt to gain agreement to the solution of the

conflict. These are typically bilateral and direct strategies.

Scores reflecting an actual relationship may be associated with

greater satisfaction (Falbo and Peplau, 1980). However, when a
person's partner employs strategies that are more in accord with

his or her desired mode of resolving conflicts, greater

satisfaction with the relationship is the likely result.

The second conflict resolution subscale indicates avoiding.

High scores on this scale reflect the indirect strategy of an

avoidance of communication aimed at resolving the

disagreement. These items and reliability data are presented in

Table 5, Appendix C.
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The third subscale of conflict resolution is dominating. The
six items measure the extent to which an individual perceives
his or her partner to insist upon his or her own solution, instead
of pursuing a compromise. The items of this scale and relevant
statistics are presented in Table 6, Appendix C. Higher scores
suggest a greater tendency of the person's spouse to seek only
the solution he or she desires. A spouse perceived to use these
types of tactics would attempt to coerce his or her partner to
"give in." Criticism and using guilt are examples of this type
of behavior. Indications from previous research suggest that
higher scores on this scale would be related to marital
dissatisfaction (Gottman, 1982; Pineo, 1961; Raush, et al.,
1974). However, as with the other scales of the MIDI, it is
envisioned that the discrepancy between the individual's actual
and desired responses to the items of this subscale will be more
closely related to marital dissatisfaction than the absolute scores.

Poweruoe- The other aspect of the power dimension
in marital relationships is power outcome. This refers to the
outcome of conflicts regardless of the tactics employed to reach
a solution. Some theorists define this aspect of power as the
degree to which each person is successful at exerting influence
over the other (Anchin & Kiesler, 1982; Lorr & McNair, 1963;
Schutz, 1958). Leary (1957) described the axis of
dominance-submission and stated that individuals form stable
and mutually agreeable relationships when partners assume
opposing positions.
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One way power outcome has been investigated is by

determining which partner is dominant in the relationship.

Researchers have often classified marriages as husband-

dominated, wife-dominated, or egalitarian with both partners

having equal influence in resolving disputes (Gray-Little &

Burks 1983). Egalitarian relationships and those where one

partner possesses more overt power with each having distinct

roles, has also been referred to in descriptions of marital

arrangements as reciprocal and complementary (Hinde, 1978)

and symmetrical and complementary (Watzlawick, Beavin, &

Jackson, 1967). In a review, Gray-Little and Burks (1983) state

that wife-dominated relationships have been consistently found

to be related to decreased satisfaction. They speculate that this
is because wife-dominated relationships are counter to the

stereotype and norm of western marriages. Wife-dominated

relationships may be less satisfying because they do not match

traditional expectations of power arrangements. However, there
appears to be little difference in satisfaction between traditional

and egalitarian arrangements (Gray-Little & Burks 1983; Hicks
& Platt, 1970; Rachlin & Hansen, 1985). What seems to be
more important is for both partners to have similar attitudes and
ideas as to what type of power arrangement they desire and
expect. This similarity has been found to be related to
increased satisfaction with the overall relationship (Cooper,

Chassin & Zeiss, 1985; Kalin & Lloyd, 1985). In addition,

when the configuration of power changes from that which the
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person desires, less satisfaction with the relationship has been
found to result (Belsky, Lang & Huston, 1986).

Although various power arrangements are not directly

related to satisfaction, individuals' comfort with the outcome of
their conflicts has been found to be related to marital

satisfaction (Koren, et al., 1980). Thus, marital satisfaction

may increase when power is exerted during conflict resolution
in the way that both persons prefer or desire. Generally, no
one arrangement is associated with overall satisfaction, but it
has been proposed (Leary, 1957) that both partners assume
balanced power positions in satisfied marriages. When the
distribution of power and influence corresponds with the
person's expectations and what he or she believes to be
desirable, he or she appears to experience greater satisfaction

with the relationship.

The concept of power outcome has been difficult to assess.
Typically, this dimension has been measured by asking couples
which partner makes the final decision in various common
circumstances (Blood & Wolfe, 1960; Davidson, et al., 1983).
The drawback of this approach is that the questions address
only a sample of domains and may or may not be representative
for a particular couple. A person may have greater power when
deciding the issues selected for the questionnaire, and a very
different arrangement for concerns specific to his or her
marriage. Others have approached the issue of power through
the assessment of consensus between partners (Spanier, 1976;
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Waring & Reddon, 1983). This addresses agreement between

partners on a variety of issues but not the power or influence

each exerts when resolving conflicts.

The MIDI assesses power outcome by evaluating the power

that a person perceives his or her partner to possess when

employing various conflict resolution strategies. This approach

allows the clinician or researcher to assesses the influence a

person's partner appears to exert when he or she employs

different conflict resolution tactics. By assessing power in this

manner, the influence and power in the relationship is

illuminated across situations rather than being specific to

particular decisions and circumstances.

The MIDI measures power outcome with three subscales,

engaging, avoiding, and dominating which correspond to the
subscales of the conflict resolution dimension. By using the
conflict resolution and power outcome scales, it is possible to
evaluate the person's perception of his or her partner's mode of
resolving disagreements as well as the influence he or she

possesses when using these tactics. These subscales are listed
in Tables 7 through 9, Appendix C. Beyond simply describing
the type of influence a person appears to possess, the
contribution of power outcome to marital satisfaction is
illuminated by the discrepancy between the actual and desired

items on each subscale.

In summary, the domain of power can be conceptualized

using the dimensions of conflict resolution and power outcome.
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Scales of the MIDI assess actual and desired elements of
conflict resolution and power outcome. Each of these
dimensions contains subscales that describe a person's typical
style of resolving disagreements, and the amount of influence
the person perceives his or her partner to possess when
employing these tactics. A previous investigation with the
MIDI has found that the subscales measuring power are more
highly related to each other than other scales of this instrument
(D'Angelo & Marshall, 1987). This provides some indication
that the subscales within the area of power are measuring a
distinct concept. As with affiliation, the discrepancy between
the person's actual relationship reflects less marital satisfaction
with interactions involving power.

Commitment

The final broad dimension of relationships is commitment.
This refers to a sense of belonging and security in the
continuance of the relationship. Some theorists have also
referred to commitment as inclusion (Anchin & Kiesler, 1982;
Lorr & McNair, 1963; Schutz, 1958). A persons' expectations
concerning the future of the relationship have been repeatedly
found to affect current interactions and subsequent development
of the relationship (Berscheid, Graziano, Monson & Dermer,
1976; Danheiser & Graziano, 1982; Darley & Berscheid, 1967;
Monson, Keel, Stephens & Genung, 1982).

In reviewing the literature, Spanier and Lewis (1979)
distinguished between marital satisfaction and stability. Marital
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stability, usually measured as the likelihood that the marriage

will end in divorce, has been found to differ from marital

satisfaction (Hicks & Platt, 1970; Spanier and Lewis, 1979).
However, commitment has been employed in several measures to
capture the important contribution of marital stability for

understanding the total relationship (Parelman, 1983; Schutz,

1958; Spanier, 1976).

Commitment has been found to have an indirect relationship
with satisfaction (Beach & Broderick, 1983). One example of
its possible contribution to the relationship has emerged in
studying conflict resolution. Nondistressed couples, as opposed
to distressed, seem to display an overriding concern for
maintaining the relationship, despite the opposing viewpoints
present in a conflictual situation (Koren, et al., 1980). They
communicated explicitly or implicitly that the marital
relationship was not in jeopardy. The relationship between
conflict resolution and commitment was also observed in a
previous investigation of the MIDI (D'Angelo & Marshall,
1987). The commitment scale was significantly correlated with
the scales of conflict resolution (engaging, r = .42, avoiding, r
= -. 40, dominating, L = -. 36). The correlations between
commitment and the other power dimension, power outcome,
account for a smaller proportion of the variance (engaging, L =
.27, avoiding, r = -.29, dominating, = -.13). Commitment
appears to be more closely related to how conflicts are resolved
than the outcome of the disagreements.
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Men and women may differ in the way their commitment

affects their marriage. While having the same relative

importance to both men and women compared to other factors,

men tend to rate commitment as more important (Parelman,

1983; Reedy, et al., 1981). Another study (Murstein &

MacDonald, 1983) found that husbands' commitment is related

to both the husbands' and wives' satisfaction, while wives'

commitment is related only to their own satisfaction. In

addition to this result, Beach & Broderick (1983) reported that

women's pretherapy commitment level was related to gains in

their marital satisfaction during therapy. However, this was not

found for men. Although the literature is inconclusive,

commitment seems to have some relationship to the couple's

satisfaction and provides essential information on the resistance

of the relationship to dissolution in times of stress.

The commitment scale of the MIDI measures the

individual's security in the continuance of his or her marriage.

This scale contains seven items that involve the discussion of
separation and divorce and the importance of the relationship to
the person. This scale is presented in Table 10, Appendix C.
Some typical findings concerning commitment have also been
found in research using the MIDI. Greater desired commitment
was found to be related to older and longer married couples
(age, r. = .19, length of marriage, = .18, D'Angelo &
Marshall, 1987). A similar association was reported using
another instrument (Parelman, 1983). Although commitment
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may vary between couples or over time, the correspondence

between the actual and desired scales of the MIDI is expected

to be related to overall marital satisfaction.

Identity

In forming intimate relationships, the development of each
individual's sense of identity may be a necessary element.
Erikson (1950) stated that resolution of identity issues must
precede the ability to form close relationships. Psychoanalytic
therapists (e.g., Katz, 1981) have attempted to demonstrate this
through the use of case studies. Waring & Reddon (1983)
found that "autonomy" and "identity" are contributing and
distinct factors involved in marital satisfaction. In this case,
autonomy was defined as the "degree to which the couple gains
independence from their families of origin" (p. 54) while
identity reflected the person's self-confidence and self-esteem.
It has been proposed that a firmly established identity is
necessary to allow collaboration in a relationship while avoiding
the fear of losing a sense of himself or herself (Erikson, 1968;
Papouchis, 1982). Thus, from a number of perspectives,
identity can be viewed as a necessary element of satisfied
marriages, helping each person to be aware of, and secure with,
his or her personal resources and contributions to the
relationship. For example, identity has been found to be related
to an individual's ability to self-disclose (Waring & Chelune,
1983). Identity represents the influence of the individual's
psychological health or pathology to the relationship.
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It has been suggested that identity development may follow
different pathways for males and females (Hodgson & Fischer,
1979). Traditionally, men's identity involves establishing
knowledge and competence, settling on a career, and
establishing values. Some studies (Hodgson & Fischer, 1979;
Orlofsky, Marcia & Lesser, 1973) have found that for men,
identity must precede the ability to develop intimate
relationships. A review of research in the sixties found the
development of a realistic sense of identity in men to be related
to the marital satisfaction of both partners (Hicks & Platt,
1970). Conversely, women may develop identity in concurrence
with intimacy (Hodgson & Fischer, 1979). Women's identity,
more than men's, may traditionally be related to issues of who
she is vis a vis others and how she relates to them. Regardless
of the pathways by which it develops, each individual's sense
of identity is more clearly defined in satisfied couples than
dissatisfied couples for both men and women. (Kacerguis &
Adams, 1980; Levitz-Jones & Orlofsky, 1985).

The identity scale of the MIDI contains nine items that
reflect the varied nature of identity. Some of the aspects of
identity concern a person's comfort with unique aspects of
himself or herself, self-esteem, fear of engulfment, and the
development of a mature outlook toward one's childhood and
parents. While most of the other scales of the MIDI assess the
individual's perception of his or her partner, the identity scale
reflects the person's view of himself or herself. The items and
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statistics concerning this scale are exhibited in Table 11,

Appendix C. Perhaps the diversity of the items in this scale

may have been reflected in the comparatively lower Cronbach's

coefficient alphas obtained on this scale (actual, .76, desired,

.85, D'Angelo & Marshall, 1987). Although previous research

has not addressed the issue of desired or expected levels of

identity, discrepancy between actual and desired items on this

scale may reflect the individual's lack of comfort with his or

her self-concept. This is likely to indicate the person's distress

and dissatisfaction with his or her self-appraisal. This scale

may be different from others of the MIDI in that the actual

level of identity may be more relevant for marital satisfaction

than the discrepancy between the actual and desired scale scores.

Seven dimensions have been described to characterize

marital relationships. These are derived from the broad

domains of affiliation, power and inclusion. Affiliation

contains physical, verbal, and affective elements; sexuality,

self-disclosure, and emotional affiliation. The power domain
has the components conflict resolution and power outcome.

Commitment is employed as the operationalization of inclusion.

The seventh dimension, identity, is suggested by many

theoretical and empirical investigations as a necessary element
in satisfying relationships.

The MIDI contains scales that assess these dimensions.

Reliability has been demonstrated using internal consistency and
time related methods of measurement (D'Angelo & Marshall,
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1987). A person's perception of his or her actual and desired
relationship is assessed in order to determine his or her
satisfaction with each of these seven elements of his or her
marriage. The similarity between each person's actual and
desired relationship on each of the scales contributes to his or
her overall satisfaction with the marriage.

The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the validity of
the scales and subscales of the MIDI. The items of the
instrument were analyzed to demonstrate the construct,
concurrent, and discriminant validity of the scales and
subscales. The MIDI provides a multidimensional assessment of
marriages useful in clinical intervention and research.

Several instruments were selected to provide concurrent
validation. One difficulty was that concepts are often
operationalized differently. The dimensions of sexuality,
self-disclosure, emotional affiliation and commitment are
well-established in the literature and frequently used in marital
assessment. The concept of identity is conceptualized in the
literature in several different ways. Other instruments do not
include the varied aspects of identity that make up this scale of
the MIDI. Existing measures usually address conflict through
marital consensus operationalized as the amount of agreement
between spouses on a variety of issues. These instruments do
not address the tactics employed by the person's partner nor his
or her comfort or dissatisfaction with these. Finding concurrent
measures for the power dimensions of the MIDI presented
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greater difficulty. Power outcome has typically been addressed
by examining which partner determines the final result of some
common marital decisions. The MIDI employs the unique
approach of organizing power outcome to correspond to conflict
resolution tactics. Therefore, measures selected for validation
of the identity scale and the conflict resolution and power
outcome subscales are approximations. The subscales of
conflict resolution and power outcome were examined according
to their relationship to measures that assess these concepts more
globally.



CHAPTER II

METHODS

Subjects

An opportunity sample of 399 married respondents,

completed questionnaire packets. A total of 597 questionnaires

were distributed, most (66.8%) of which were returned. The

majority of respondents were female (n = 264, 66.2%) while

33.8% (a = 135) were male. Ages ranged from 18 to 72 years
with a mean of 36.45 and a standard deviation of 11.22 years,

see Table 12, Appendix C. The length of marriages ranged

from less than one to 50 years with a mean of 11.74, see Table

13, Appendix C.

Pilot study

An informal pilot study was conducted to clarify the
instructions and wording of the desirability questions on the
MIDI. Ten subjects read revised instructions and completed ten
items. The desirability questions used were phrased in two
different ways ("How desirable is this?" versus "How desirable
is this statement?"). The subjects were then interviewed using
open-ended questions and scales. The interview questions may
be found in Appendix A.

When asked to describe what information was requested, all
subjects reported having perceived the question as intended,
regardless of the phrasing of the desirability items. Two

40
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persons reported that the desirability items assessing the power
outcome dimension required considerable thought. However,
they discerned the correct meaning when they reread the
question. Subjects rated their experience of completing the
items on a 10 point scale. The questionnaire was described as
easy to do (M = 8.55), providing important information (M =
8.80), and interesting (M = 7.50). Finally, six of the subjects
indicated that the phrasing "How desirable is this statement?"
was easier to answer and caused them to focus on the content
of the item, rather than on their answer to the question
assessing the actual relationship. The four subjects who did not
state a preference for this wording, perceived no difference
between the phrasings.

Every person stated that the instructions were clear and
understandable and that the sample item was very helpful and
relevant. Two subjects thought that the section following the
example was too long and could be condensed. However,
because the others did not report this, the instructions were left
in the longer form. It was deemed preferable to include extra
information that might be considered by some to be too long,
rather than not enough information. Overall, few problems were
reported and all persons answered the questions in the way
intended. Therefore, the revised instructions and phrasing "How
desirable is this statement?" were used for the validation study.
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Instrumentation

Respondents began by completing a short demographic form.
The requested information included gender, number of children,
the age of the oldest and youngest child, family income, number
of years married, and religious preference. Other information
(age, occupation, whether this was a first marriage) was
requested for both the respondent and his or her spouse. These
data were used in the matching procedure, to evaluate
relationships between variables reported in previous research,
and to provide a description of the sample. Subjects then
completed the 77 actual and desired questions of the MIDI
before completing the validation instruments. The demographic
form, instructions, and MIDI are presented in Appendix B.

The first validation instrument was the Dyadic Adjustment
Scale (DAS) (Spanier, 1976). The DAS provided a measure of
overall marital satisfaction. In addition, the cohesion and
affectional expression subscales were used to evaluate,
respectively, the commitment and sexuality scales of the MIDI.
The internal consistency of the DAS has been demonstrated
(Spanier, 1976) by a Cronbach's coefficient alpha value of .96
for the total scale, and adequate values for the subscales
(cohesion, .81, consensus, .90, affectional expression, .73). The
validity of the DAS was established by its ability to
discriminate between divorced and married couples and its
correlation with the Locke-Wallace Marital Adjustment Scale
(Locke & Wallace, 1959).
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Respondents then completed the Waring Intimacy

Questionnaire (WIQ) (Waring & Reddon, 1983). This is a 90

item instrument containing eight subscales. Internal reliability

coefficients ranging from .52 to .87 and test-retest correlations

between .73 and .90 have been reported (Waring, 1984).

Confirmatory factor analysis demonstrated the construct validity

of the WIQ and its subscales. The PAIR was used to ascertain

concurrent validity (Waring, 1984).

Two scales on the WIQ (identity and autonomy) address

aspects of identity. Autonomy on the WIQ is concerned solely

with the the couple's independence vis a vis their parents. The

identity subscale of the WIQ actually measures self-esteem and

self-confidence. Although the MIDI operationalizes identity

more broadly than the identity and autonomy scales of the WIQ,

these scales were used as an approximation. The WIQ scales of
sexuality, expression, affection, conflict resolution, and

cohesion were used to assess the validity of the sexuality,

self-disclosure, emotional affiliation, commitment scales and the
subscales of conflict resolution, respectively, of the MIDI.

Respondents then answered the decision questions of Blood

and Wolfe (1960) to assess the validity of the power outcome

subscales of the MIDI. Individuals state which partner makes
the final decision in eight specific situations (e.g., which car to
buy, where to go on vacation). Two questions were modified to
be equally applicable to men and women. To correspond to the
MIDI, subjects also were asked which partner they would desire
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to make these decisions. Information derived from Blood and
Wolfe's decision questions are only a rough approximation of
the power outcome dimension of the MIDI. The MIDI addresses
the amount of influence each person is perceived to possess
using various means of resolving conflicts. -The Blood and
Wolfe items measure the outcome of particular domains of
decisions that may or may not be representative for any given
couple. However, there are few self-report methods of
assessing power outcome in the literature. Therefore, the Blood
and Wolfe measure was included, despite its limitations.

Finally, subjects completed the Ego Identity Scale (EIS)
(Tan, Kendis, Fine & Porac, 1977). Due to the multifaceted
nature of the identity scale of the MIDI, this instrument was
included for validation purposes. The EIS is comprised of
twelve forced-choice items consisting of two statements.
Reported split-half reliability is .68. Some evidence of
construct validity results from correlations with personality
variables such as internal locus of control, intimacy, dogmatism,
and the extent to which the person derives his or her values
from life experiences. Although this is not a widely used
instrument and the reliability and validity data are not
impressive, the EIS was included because it is based on
Eriksonian concepts. Erikson's theory of ego development made
a significant contribution to the development of the identity
scale of the MIDI. Therefore, the EIS was employed in
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conjunction with the WIQ to examine the validity of the

identity scale of the MIDI.

Procedures

Respondents were obtained from several sources. Most of

the questionnaires (n = 440, 73.7%) were distributed through

undergraduate classes in psychology at a mid-sized state

university. Unmarried students were encouraged to ask a

married friend or family member to complete the instruments.

Questionnaires were returned to the researcher or instructor in

sealed envelopes. No identifying marks were included to insure

anonymity of the respondents. Nomination procedures were

used to distribute the remaining 157 questionnaires. Several

persons assisted the researcher in distributing the packets to

social groups, churches and acquaintances. These respondents

used stamped, addressed envelopes mailed directly to the

researcher.

Scoring of the MIDI

Prior to scoring, negatively worded items were recoded so

that high scores indicated more of the content reflective of the

scale. The reversed items are indicated in Tables 1 to 11,

Appendix C. Responses were calculated to produce three scores

on each scale and subscale. First, ratings of the person's actual

relationship were summed to produce totals. The answers to the

desired questions for each scale or subscale were summed to

produce desirability scores. Finally, a difference score was
computed taking the absolute value of the difference between
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the desired and actual response on each item. The difference

for each item was added to others of the scale or subscale to
produce item difference scores.

Matching

The total sample was divided into thirds based on DAS

marital satisfaction scores to evaluate the whether MIDI scores
would discriminate between higher and lower satisfied groups.
The upper and lower thirds were compared. The DAS score of
the less satisfied group ranged from 49 to 129 with a mean of
113.68. The more satisfied group obtained marital satisfaction
scores between 142 and 167 (M = 148.48).

To minimize differences related to demographic and
biographic variables, respondents in the low and high
satisfaction groups were matched on gender, duration of the
marriage, number of children, and family income. Individuals
were paired on duration of marriage if they were within three
years. Persons with no children were only matched with others
without children. Those with children were coupled with
respondents with the same number of children, one more, or one
fewer. Individuals' were matched on family income (reported
as less than $10,000, $10,000 to $25,000, $25,000 to $40,000,
$40,000 to $60,000, and over $60,000) if they were within one
category. Using this procedure, 94 matches were obtained
between the more and less satisfied groups. ANOVA procedures
showed a significant difference between the lower (M = 112.87)
and higher (M = 148.68) satisfaction groups on overall marital
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satisfaction as measured on the DAS, E(1,187) = 346.58, p. <
.001.

Next, the demographic and biographic information was
examined to identify differences between the matched groups.
Each group was comprised of 64 females and 30 males. They
were similar (M = 11.01) in the number of years married, E =
.03, ns. Likewise, the groups did not differ in their number of
children (M = 1.17), E = .003, ns. Family income was also
similar between the groups, chi-square with correction = 2.75,
df = 4, ns. In addition, there were no differences for the the
age of the respondent (M = 35.95), E = .86, ns., spouse (M =
37.93), E = 1.39, ns., oldest (M = 8.28), E = .02, ns, and
youngest child (M = 5.12), E = .238, ns. The groups did not
differ on occupation of the respondent, corrected chi-square =
9.67, df = 6, ns., or the spouse, corrected chi-square = 5.90, df
= 6, ns. Additionally the groups were similar on the number of
respondents, corrected chi-square = 2.98, df = 1, ns., and
spouses, corrected chi- square = 2.53, df = 1, ns., who had been
previously married. Finally, the matched groups did not differ
in their religious preference, corrected chi-square = 7.32, df =
5, ns.

The only significant differences between the matched groups
on background variables were found on education. People in
the more satisfied group were generally better educated than
those in the less satisfied group, corrected chi-square = 11.80,
df = 4, p. < .05. Similar results were found for the
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respondent's spouses, corrected chi-square = 16.39, df = 4, p. <
.01.

In addition, it is not surprising that more persons had
sought professional therapy in the last two years (n = 30) in the
less satisfied group than in the more satisfied group (n = 12),
corrected chi-square = 9.93, df = 1, p. < .01. A similar
difference was found for marital therapy. More people in the
less satisfied group (a = 21) than in the more satisfied group (a
= 1) had received marital therapy, corrected chi-square =
20.59, df = 1, p. < .001.



CHAPTER III

RESULTS

Sample

Most of the sample (a = 328, 82.2%) was involved in their
first marriage, but 17.8% (a = 71) had been married previously.
Many of the respondents (a = 171, 42.9%) did not have children
from their current marriage. The remainder had between one
and six children with 67.1% (a = 153) of these indicating one
or two offspring. The age of the oldest child ranged from one
to 49 years old (M = 15.9). More than half of the sample (a =
204, 51.1%) possessed a college degree, and 37.1 per cent (a =
148) had attended some college, see Table 14, Appendix C.
The majority (a = 170, 42.6%) of respondents were
professionals. Respondent's occupation categories are presented
in Table 15, Appendix C. Over half the sample (a = 230,
57.7%) had family incomes greater than $40,000 per year, see
Table 16, Appendix C. Most of the sample was Protestant (a =
265, 66.4%) or Catholic (a = 76, 19%). In summary, the
sample was broadly based on several biographical and
demographic variables, but affluent, educated professionals were
over represented.

Of the total sample, 87 (21.8%) received professional
counseling in the past two years. Slightly more than half of
these persons (a = 46, 51.7%) had sought marital counseling.

49
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Others had received individual (a = 32, 36%), family (a = 9,

10.1%), or group (a = 1, .3%) therapy. Most of the counseling

was provided by private practitioners (n = 65, 73%). Finally,

93.3% (a = 82) of the individuals who had received counseling

indicated that they were either very satisfied (a = 51, 57.3%) or

satisfied (a = 31, 34.8%) with the treatment they received.

Internal analysis

A maximum likelihood factor analysis with varimax rotation

was conducted for actual relationship score items using the

SPSS-X factor analysis program (SPSS-X, 1988). Factors based

upon an eigen value greater than one were allowed to emerge.

The chi-square statistic for the overall factor matrix was,

chi-square = 2492.18, df = 1814, p. < .001. The results are

reported in Table 17, Appendix C, which lists the defining

items for each factor (i.e., items having a primary loading over

.5). Although 16 factors emerged with an eigen value greater

than one, only eight factors were distinct with specific items.

The remaining factors were composed of secondary loadings

from all the items. For example, after the eight factors

emerged, six items were listed together (using the sort

command), but five of these items had loadings greater than .5
on three different factors (Factors 10, 11 and 13). Thus, eight

factors were uninterpretable.

Factor 1, emotional affiliation, was defined having all nine

emotional affiliation items loading over .5 on this factor. Three
self-disclosure items, two engaging conflict resolution items and
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a commitment item also obtained loadings over .5. Four other
items loaded less than .5 on this factor. This is not
unreasonable because emotional affiliation and self-disclosure
both represent the broader domain of affiliation so they are
conceptually similar. Likewise, the specific engaging and
commitment items imply a relatively high level of caring, trust
and closeness as is appropriate to emotional affiliation. This
factor accounted for 25.9% of the variance.

In the remaining factors, only two items loaded
unexpectedly. Factor 2 was called dominating because it
consisted of five items from conflict resolution and two items
from the power outcome dominating subscales. Six other items
loaded less than .5 on this factor, five of which were from the
dominating subscales. This factor accounted for 7.7% of the
variance. Factor 3, avoiding I, had five power outcome and one
conflict resolution items from the avoiding subscales. Two
other avoiding conflict resolution items loaded less than .5 on
this scale. This factor accounted for 3.4% of the variance.
Commitment defines Factor 4. Only five items load on this
factor all of which were from the commitment scale. This
factor accounted for 3.3% of the variance. Factor 5 was
sexuality. Six items from the sexuality scale loaded greater
than .5. The two remaining items from this scale loaded less
than .5 on this factor. This factor accounted for 2.6% of the
variance. All nine of the identity items had primary loadings
on Factor 6. Five of these were above .5. This identity factor
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accounted for 2.5% of the variance. Factor 7, avoiding II, was
defined by one power outcome and two conflict resolution
avoiding items. Another avoiding conflict resolution and a
self-disclosure (negative) item loaded less than .5 on Factor 7.
This factor accounted for 1.7% of the variance. Finally, Factor
8 consisted of four engaging power outcome items, one of
which loaded greater than .5. This engaging factor accounted
for 1.3% of the variance. Thus, the factor analysis supported
the conclusion that the scales and subscales were generally
distinct.

The internal consistency of the 11 scales and subscales was
evaluated using the SPSS-X (1988) reliability program. The
results were similar to those reported earlier (D'Angelo &
Marshall, 1987) confirming that the scales are internally
consistent. The Cronbach's coefficient alpha values of the
scales assessing the actual relationship ranged from .73
(engaging subscale of power outcome) to .91 (emotional
affiliation). The scales addressing the person's desired
relationship tended to obtain slightly lower coefficients (from
.67 for the engaging subscale of power outcome to .87 for
commitment). Reliability statistics (alpha coefficients and item
to total correlations) are reported in Tables 1 to 11, Appendix
C. Means, standard deviations, and ranges for the actual and
desired scales, as well as the computed item difference scores
are presented in Table 18, Appendix C.
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The interscale correlations of the actual scales and
subscales of the MIDI were examined, see Table 19, Appendix
C. The mean interscale correlation of the MIDI was .42 (p. <
.001). In comparison, the mean interscale correlation of the
WIQ (. = .41, p. < .001) was approximately the same. The
interscale correlations of the WIQ are reported in Table 20,
Appendix C.

Concurrent validity

Stepwise multiple regression procedures were used to
determine the contribution of the scales and subscales to marital
satisfaction scores from the DAS. Using the actual relationship
scores, emotional affiliation (Beta = .408), commitment (Beta =
.287), sexuality (Beta = .121), dominating conflict resolution
(Beta = -.112), and self-disclosure (Beta = 113) emerged as
significant explanatory variables. These variables accounted for
77.5% of the variance in marital satisfaction, R = .88, p. < .001.
Three variables contributed to marital satisfaction when using
desired relationship scores. In order of importance these were
commitment (Beta = .51), dominating power outcome (Beta =
.293), and emotional affiliation (Beta = .255). These desired
scales accounted for 42.1% of the variance in marital
satisfaction, K = .65, P. < .001. Finally, the computed
difference scores for the items of the scales and subscales were
used. Emotional affiliation (Beta = -. 325), commitment (Beta =
-.196), dominating conflict resolution (Beta = -.136), sexuality
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(Beta = -.118), and self-disclosure (Beta = -.138) accounted for
55.9% of the variance in marital satisfaction, & = .75, p. < .001.

The correlations of the scales and subscales of the MIDI
with scales of other instruments that assess similar constructs
were examined to provide further evidence of concurrent
validity. Because other measures assess relationships as they
are perceived by individuals, actual scores on the MIDI were
used. Since the dimensions assessed by the MIDI are related to
each other, it is not surprising that the scales were related to a
number of the other measures employed for concurrent

validation. In addition, the large number of subjects caused
smaller correlations to attain significance. Therefore, the
highest correlations between the scales of the MIDI and the
other measures were examined. The sexuality scale obtained
high correlations with DAS affectional expression ( = .72, p. <
.001) and marital satisfaction (r = .67, p. < .001), and with the
sexuality scale of the WIQ (L = .59, p. < .001). The
self-disclosure scale was highly correlated with marital
satisfaction (r = .69, p. < .001) and cohesion scores of the DAS
(. = .64, p. < .001), and the affection scale of the WIQ (t = .60,
p. < .001). The self-disclosure scale had a lower correlation
with WIQ expressiveness (L = .44, p. < .001). The emotional
affiliation scale of the MIDI had high correlations with the DAS
satisfaction scale (t = .83, p. < .001) and the WIQ affection
scale (r = .70, p. < .001). The commitment scale was related to
satisfaction (t = .76, p. < .001) and cohesion on the DAS ( =
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.59, p. < .001) and with the WIQ cohesion scale ( = .58, p. <
.001). The identity scale was highly related to the identity
scale of the WIQ (t = .57, p. < .001) and the Ego Identity Scale
(I = .44, p. < .001). Thus, with some exceptions, MIDI scales
showed the highest correlations with overall marital satisfaction
and the measures that were selected to assess similar constructs.

The conflict resolution scale of the WIQ indicates the
extent of problems with conflict. Therefore, the MIDI
difference scores for the conflict resolution subscales were used
for correlations because they represent the person's
dissatisfaction with his or her partner's style of resolving
disputes. For each subscale the highest correlations with other
measures are reported. The difference score of engaging was
highly correlated with satisfaction on the DAS ( = -. 49, p<
.001) and the WIQ affection scale (L = -.48, p. < .001). Smaller
correlations were found with the conflict resolution scale of the
WIQ (L = -.43, p. < .001) and the DAS consensus scale (=
-.39, p. < .001). The avoiding subscale was highly correlated
with overall satisfaction (L = -. 50, p. < .001) and consensus on
the DAS (L = -.46, p .001) and the WIQ conflict resolution
scale (L = -.49, p. < .001). The dominating subscale obtained
high correlations with the WIQ conflict resolution scale (_ =
-.53, p. < .001), and satisfaction (L = -.48, p. < .001) and
consensus on the DAS (t = -.44, p. < .001). All the subscales
of conflict resolution were related to marital satisfaction, the
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WIQ conflict resolution scale and the consensus scale of the
DAS

The actual power outcome subscales of the MIDI were
evaluated in relation to the Blood and Wolfe decision questions.
None of the correlations were significant. However, the
difference score of each of the power outcome subscales was
related to a similarly calculated difference score on the Blood
and Wolf items. Engaging (t = -.28, p. < .001), avoiding (r =
.28, p. < .001), and dominating (t = .29, p. < .001) difference
scores were correlated with the difference scores for the Blood
and Wolfe items. The engaging power outcome subscale was
correlated with satisfaction (g = .48, p. < .001) and cohesion on
the DAS (t = .44, p. < .001). The avoiding subscale of power
outcome was highly related to the DAS cohesion scale ( = -. 78,
p. < .001). The highest correlation for the dominating power
outcome subscale was with the WIQ conflict resolution scale (t
= -.47, p. < .001).

Matched group comparisons

The scales and subscales of the MIDI were examined using
multivariate analysis of variance procedures on the actual and
desired relationship and for the item difference scores by group
membership. This provided information on the ability of the
MIDI to differentiate between the matched groups of more and
less satisfied individuals. When significant results were found
on a MANOVA, univariate ANOVAs were used to identify the
specific differences.
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'Table 21, Appendix C, lists the results of the MANOVA
using scales for participant's actual relationship, Wilke's
Lambda E(11,152) = 24.23, p. < .001. The group means and
univariate values are also on this table. As can be seen, the
groups differed in expected ways on each of the scales. Thus,
marital satisfaction appears to affect ratings on all scales and
subscales of the MIDI when using actual scores.

Although unexpected, the groups differed on several of the
desired relationship scales, Wilke's Lambda E(11,152) = 6.36, p.
< .001. There were differences between the more and less
satisfied groups on all but four of the scales. The results of
the MANOVA of the desired relationship scales may be found
in Table 22, Appendix C.

The final MANOVA examined the computed difference
scores of the scales and subscales, Wilke's Lambda [(11,152) =

15.81, p. < .001. Table 23, Appendix C, contains the results of
the MANOVA using the item difference scores on the scales.
As expected, the less satisfied group had larger difference
scores on each scale.

Replications

The review of the literature suggested that some
demographic variables should be related scores on the MIDI.
These relationships were examined to lend support for the
validity of the scales. Men reported receiving greater
disclosure from women (M = 47.82) than women received from
men (v = 44.98), F(1,388) = 5.58, p. < .05. In addition,
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self-disclosure was more desirable for women (M = 54.48) than
for men (M = 52.82), F(1,388) = 4.5, p. < .05). Although very
low, with the present sample, several correlations reported in
the literature were replicated with statistically significant
results. The desired sexuality scale was inversely related to age
of the respondent (L = -.27, p. < .001). Length of marriage was
correlated with actual (L = -.12, p. < .01) and desired ( = -.25,
p. < .001) self-disclosure. Commitment was negatively related
to age of the respondent (L = -.09, p. < .05) but was not
significantly correlated with the length of the marriage.
Desired commitment did not increase among those married
longer, instead the opposite was found ( = -.10, p. < .05).
Finally, the MIDI's identity scale and self-disclosure scales
were related (z = .21, p. < .001).

The literature also suggests some conflict resolution styles
may be related to gender. Men and women reported that their
spouses used similar amounts of engaging styles for conflict
resolution (M = 21.69). Men reported that their female partners
used more dominating styles (M = 23.26) than women reported
for their male partners (M = 20.63), F(1,393) = 8.18, p. < .01.
There were no significant gender differences for spouses' use of
the avoiding style of resolving conflicts (M = 18.16).

The relationship found previously (D'Angelo & Marshall,
1987; Koren, et al., 1980) between commitment and conflict
resolution was replicated. The commitment scale of the MIDI
obtained higher correlations with the conflict resolution
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subscales (engaging; L = .52, P. < .001, avoiding; L = -.42, P. <
.001, dominating; t = -.39, p < .001) than the power outcome
subscales (engaging; = .46, a < .001, avoiding; = -.27, P. <
.001, dominating; = -.28, p < .001).



CHAPTER IV

DISCUSSION

Overall, the results support the validity of the Marital
Interaction Dimension Inventory (MIDI) as a useful instrument
for clinical and research purposes. It evaluates marriages on
seven dimensions (sexuality, self-disclosure, emotional
affiliation, conflict resolution, power outcome, commitment, and
identity). The conflict resolution and power outcome
dimensions are addressed through three subscales reflecting
particular styles (engaging, avoiding, and dominating). Thus,
eleven measures are employed to assess seven dimensions. In
addition, the MIDI evaluates how desirable the content of each
item is to the individual. This allows determination of the
discrepancy between the respondent's actual and desired
relationship which indicates his or her satisfaction. Hence, a
clinician using the MIDI is provided with information that will
allow him or her to better direct therapeutic interventions. The
reliability of the scales and subscales of the MIDI was shown in
this and a previous (D'Angelo & Marshall, 1987) study. The
validity of the MIDI was supported in the current study using a
variety of methods. For example, most items from specific
scales and subscales loaded together on the factor analysis
indicating a measure of overall stability of the instrument. The
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primary exception to this was the first factor, emotional
affiliation, which consisted of 19 items, all of which indicated
caring, trust and closeness.

One limitation results from the over representation of
affluent, educated, professionals in the sample. This bias may
be less problematic for a clinical rather than a research
instrument. Educated, affluent, professionals also tend to be
over represented in clinical settings, especially among those
seen by private practitioners. In contrast, this bias may be
more problematic for research purposes, indicating a need to
test the MIDI with a more representative sample. Since
demographic variables may have some effect on the results,
income was used to create the matched groups of more and less
satisfied individuals. Because income, education and occupation
are usually related, income was chosen as a matching variable.
Marital satisfaction

Regression procedures demonstrated the ability of the
sexuality, self-disclosure, emotional affiliation, and commitment
scales, and the dominating subscale of conflict resolution to
account for marital satisfaction. These scales contributed to
satisfaction when either the person's actual relationship scores
or the computed difference scores were used. These results
support previous research which, in turn, is an indication of the
validity of the MIDI. The broad dimension of affiliation has
been reported to be most closely related to overall satisfaction
(Waring, et al., 1981). The correlation between sexuality and
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marital satisfaction has been repeatedly found (Cheung &
Hudson, 1982; Cooper & Stoltenberg, 1987; Hicks & Platt,
1970; Pineo, 1961). Likewise, self-disclosure has been
frequently related to marital satisfaction (Beach & Broderick,
1983; Bienvenu, 1970; Hendrick, 1981; Komarovsky, 1962;
Miller, et al., 1975; Pineo, 1961; Shea & Adams, 1984). The
correlation between emotional affiliation and marital satisfaction
has also been reported (Hicks & Platt, 1970; Parelman, 1983;
Turkowitz & O'Leary, 1981). In summary, the sexuality,
self-disclosure, and emotional affiliation scales are important
dimensions to evaluate when examining marital satisfaction in
clinical and research settings.

The dominating subscale of conflict resolution was the only
conflict resolution or power outcome subscale to partially
account for marital satisfaction. The only consistent
relationship reported in research between conflict resolution or
power and satisfaction has been that dissatisfied couples are
more likely to criticize or disparage their partner's statements
in conflictual situations (Gottman, 1982; Koren, et al., 1980;
Pineo, 1961; Raush, et al., 1974). These tactics are reflected in
the content of items of the dominating subscale of conflict
resolution (e.g., "When we disagree, my partner directly
criticizes, blames and faults me or me ideas." and "When we
disagree, my partner makes me feel guilty."). Research has not
reported relationships between marital satisfaction and other
conflict resolution tactics or power outcome arrangements.
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The literature concerning the relationship between
commitment and marital satisfaction has been less conclusive.
Commitment has been reported to have an indirect effect on
satisfaction (Beach & Broderick, 1983) or to vary by gender
(Murstein & MacDonald, 1983). The relationship of
commitment and satisfaction is reflected by the commitment
scale emerging as a significant explanatory variable for marital
satisfaction.

In summary, the MIDI was supported by regression
procedures as a valid instrument with which to assess marriages.
Concepts that have been reported in the literature to be related
to marital satisfaction were the scales or subscales of the MIDI
that emerged to account for the variance in marital satisfaction
on the DAS. The relevant scales were the same, regardless of
whether the actual relationship or computed difference scores
were used. In contrast, the engaging and avoiding subscales of
conflict resolution, the power outcome subscales, and identity
scale did not emerge as important in the regression equation.
These results support the existing literature which has not
reported that these factors have a direct effect on satisfaction.
Instead, they are important as descriptive variables that can
assist a therapist to understand a particular marriage.
Relationships to other instruments

Another assessment of concurrent validity examined the
relationships between the MIDI and other instruments. Scales
that assess similar concepts were compared with the scales of
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the MIDI. Each scale or subscale was significantly correlated
with overall satisfaction as measured on the DAS. In addition,
the correlations between the MIDI and the other instruments
show that the scales and subscales measure the concepts they
were designed to assess. For example, the sexuality and
emotional affiliation scales, as well as the avoiding and
dominating subscales of conflict resolution, attained the highest
correlations with scales assessing similar concepts on the WIQ
and the DAS.

The relation of the self-disclosure scale of the MIDI to the
other instruments was somewhat unexpected. As expected,
expressiveness on the WIQ was significantly related to self-
disclosure. However, higher correlations were obtained for
self-disclosure with affection and cohesion. These results are
understandable when the content of the scales is examined.
Self-disclosure on the MIDI contains items reflecting initiating
discussions, breadth of topics, honesty in communication, and
expression of feelings. The WIQ affection scale employs a
variety of items to assess feelings of closeness including the
verbal expression of emotions. Other items relate to the
communication of feelings through gifts, celebrations, and
physical demonstrations. It is apparent that the affection scale
of the WIQ has elements of verbal expression of affiliation as
well as other displays of closeness. Thus, it is conceptually
similar to self-disclosure on the MIDI. The cohesion scale of
the DAS contains items that clearly address the concept of
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self-disclosure as measured on the MIDI. Two of the five DAS
cohesion items directly refer to verbal interactions (how often
they "Have a stimulating exchange of ideas" and "Calmly
discuss something"). The other items generally involve some
verbal element ("engage in outside interests together," "laugh
together," and "work together on a project"). Therefore, the
high correlations with the self-disclosure scale of the MIDI
reflects the component of verbal expression contained in the
WIQ and DAS scales.

Similarly, a negative correlation was obtained between the
computed difference score of engaging conflict resolution and
the WIQ affection scale. The common element of verbal
expression in the engaging style and the WIQ affection scale
may, in part, account for the relationship between these scales.
Significant negative correlations were obtained between the
computed item difference score of the engaging subscale of
conflict resolution with the WIQ conflict resolution scale and
the DAS consensus scale. This supports the concurrent validity
of the engaging subscale of conflict resolution.

It was difficult to find a measure that approximated the
power outcome subscales. Operationalization of this dimension
has been problematic, which may account for the lack of
available instruments for the validity study. Existing measures
all have significant limitations. Further, power outcome has not
been addressed in other instruments in the same way as was
done in the MIDI. The Blood and Wolfe (1960) decision
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questions provided the best approximation. The use of decision
questions may have contributed to the lack of significant
correlations between the Blood and Wolfe scale and the actual
power outcome subscales of the MIDI. The domains used by
Blood and Wolfe may not have been representative for some
couples. In addition, their items do not reflect how influence is
exerted to reach these results which is the focus of the MIDI.
However, the difference between the actual and desired items on
the decision questions may reflect discontent with the person
who determines the outcome of the decisions and perhaps
dissatisfaction with power in the relationship. The computed
difference score on the MIDI indicates the person's
dissatisfaction with the power arrangement in the marriage.
Thus, the correlation of the discrepancy of the Blood and Wolfe
questions with the item difference scores of the power outcome
subscales of the MIDI provides an indication of the validity of
these subscales.

The measures that obtained the highest correlations with the
power outcome subscales of the MIDI appear to reflect the
associated conflict resolution tactic. The cohesion scale of the
DAS primarily addresses verbal interaction. A person who
possesses considerable influence when employing engaging
tactics is likely to be skilled verbally. This accounts for the
positive relationship between cohesion and the engaging
subscale of power outcome and the negative correlation with the
avoiding subscale. An examination of the WIQ conflict
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resolution items reflect a dominating or even abusive style. This
may account for the correlation between conflict resolution and
the dominating subscale of power outcome. To summarize,
although other instruments used to evaluate the power outcome
measures on the MIDI have considerable limitations, a close
examination of the results supports the validity of the power
outcome subscales.

As expected, the commitment scale of the MIDI obtained a
significant correlation with cohesion. However, commitment on
the MIDI was more closely related to consensus than to
cohesion on the DAS. This appears to be a result of the
underlying concepts. As discussed previously, the cohesion
scale of the DAS appears to address verbal expression and
spending time together. The consensus scale of the DAS asks
the respondent how often the marital partners agree on a variety
of issues (e.g., philosophy of life, conventionality, aims, goals
and things believed important, religious matters). Perhaps the
couple's agreement in these areas reflect the shared goals,
purpose, and philosophy that the committed couple employs in
dealing with their daily affairs.

Discriminant validity

Two subsets of respondents, matched on gender, years
married, number of children, and income were employed to
determine the ability of the MIDI to discriminate between levels
of marital satisfaction. When using either actual relationship
scores or the item difference scores, the means for each scale
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and subscale were significantly different for the groups. These
results show two characteristics of the MIDI. First, obtained
scores will differ for people who are satisfied with their
relationship and for those who are not. Second, the dimensions
assessed by the MIDI appear to be important to understanding
how satisfying and dissatisfying relationships differ.

One limitation of the matched groups was that the mean
DAS score of the less satisfied group (M = 112.87) indicates
that they were relatively satisfied with their marriage. (A score
of 100 on the DAS is usually used to indicate dissatisfaction.)
Despite this, scores on each scale and subscale of the MIDI
were different for the two groups. This is an indication of the
sensitivity of the instrument to describe differences which result
in the satisfaction individuals experience with their marital
relationship.

The differences between the groups on the scales assessing
the person's desired relationship were unexpected. It was
assumed that satisfaction would have little effect on what
individuals desire in their relationship. However, it appears
that an individual's current level of satisfaction may affect what
he or she desires. Persons whose relationship possesses less of
some dimension appear to lower their expectations for that
domain. This was indicated by the lower means on the
desirability scales and subscales for the less satisfied group.
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Replications

Some of the relationships found in previous research
between the constructs assessed by the MIDI and descriptive
variables were replicated with significant results in the current
study. However, it should be noted that statistical significance
should not be interpreted as indicating meaningful relationships
because the correlations were quite low. As found previously
(Reedy, et al., 1981) age was negatively correlated with desiredsexuality in the present study. Years married was negatively
correlated with actual and desired self-disclosure. Similar
results have been reported for actual (Hendrick, 1981) and
desired self-disclosure (Reedy, et al.,1981). Previous studieshave found that women disclosure more than do men
(Komarovsky, 1962). This result was paralleled in the presentstudy. Men rated their partners higher in actual self-disclosure
than did women. A correlation between self-disclosure andidentity (Waring & Chelune, 1983) was replicated by a
correlation between these scales of the MIDI. Desired
commitment was not positively correlated to the length of therelationship as had been found previously (D'Angelo &Marshall, 1987; Parelman, 1983). It is Possible that this is not
as stable a relationship as reported in the literature.

Gender differences in conflict resolution tactics reported byFalbo and Peplau (1980) are difficult to assess because thesubscales do not match their axes. For example, the dominating
subscale of conflict resolution contains a mix of both unilateral
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and bilateral strategies. The only gender difference in the
present study was that men reported their spouses to use more
dominating strategies than women's description of their
husbands. Women and men in two career couples, highly
represented in the current sample (69.3% of women), have been
found be more similar in their style of verbal expression
(Rosenfeld & Welsh, 1985). Therefore, the failure to find men
as being perceived as more dominating, which might be
expected in traditional marriages (Gray-Little & Burks, 1983),
may be due to the prevalence of working women in the current
sample.

Although the literature on the relationships between
demographic variables and marital dimensions frequently are
inconclusive, those that have been identified were examined
using the MIDI. With the exception of the relationship between
desired commitment and length of marriage, previous results
were replicated with the MIDI. These findings provided further
support for the validity of the MIDI.

Conclusions

The current results indicate that the actual scale or subscale
scores and the item difference scores both discriminate between
groups and their relation to marital satisfaction. However, there
is some benefit, especially in the clinical setting, for using the
difference scores. These scores are likely to be sensitive to
individual or cultural differences in what people desire in a
relationship. This allows a clinician to assess the divergence of
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the individual from his or her values, rather than relating the
person's actual relationship to cultural values or a statistical
norm. The use of the difference score would allow a clinician
to assist an individual to gain the relationship he or she
personally values. In addition, scores on the MIDI reflect
differences in the desirability of aspects of the relationship that
occur between more and less satisfied couples, as indicated by
the different means obtained between the matched groups.
Thus, using difference scores allows a clinician to obtain an
individualized profile on the actual and desired relationship and
assess particular areas of dissatisfaction. The differences
obtained on items also provides a simple and understandable
way to give a client information on areas of dissatisfaction.

The MIDI can also be valuable as a research instrument.
The scales and subscales assessing actual relationships provide a
multidimensional evaluation of marriages that can supply the
researcher with important information. Through the use of the
computed difference scores, it is possible to gain data on areas
of dissatisfaction that are sensitive to individual variability in
values and expectations. Thus, the researcher reduces the bias
of evaluating the person's relationship based on personal
assumptions or previously reported norms. Hence, the MIDI
may be a sensitive and worthwhile tool for research. The
sensitivity of the MIDI may make it especially valuable for
treatment outcome studies. This would allow the evaluation of
specific areas affected by the treatment intervention.
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Future investigations of the MIDI should address some of
the limitations resulting from the current sample. A sample
including a broader range of respondents would strengthen the
generalizability of the instrument. In addition, the validity of
the MIDI across different cultures is yet to be assessed.
Furthermore, research using a clinical sample, in addition to
others who are more clearly dissatisfied with their marriage,
would strengthen the validity of the MIDI.

Another direction for future research would be to
investigate the conflict resolution and power outcome subscales
using direct observation of conflictual situations between
couples. Direct observation has been the most frequently
employed method for studying conflict and power in marriages
(Gray-Little & Burks, 1983). This could strengthen the validity
and provide valuable clinical information for interpreting these
subscales. This is especially true for the power outcome
measures. The power outcome subscales obtained the lowest
internal consistency scores and the weakest support by
concurrent validity instruments. These results may be a
reflection of the difficulty assessing this domain by self-report.

In conclusion, the MIDI is a multidimensional measure that
evaluates the individual's perception of his or her actual and
desired relationship in seven areas; sexuality, self-disclosure,
emotional affiliation, conflict resolution, power outcome,
commitment, and identity. The validity of the instrument was
demonstrated in a variety of ways. All the scales and subscales
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discriminated between more and less satisfied individuals. In
addition, the sexuality, self-disclosure, emotional affiliation, and
commitment scales and the dominating subscale of conflict
resolution significantly contribute to understanding marital
satisfaction. Through the use of the discrepancy between actual
and desired items, areas of dissatisfaction sensitive to individual
values may be determined. The MIDI strengthens the tools
available for understanding marriages by facilitating clinical
intervention and providing the researcher with a variety of data.
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PILOT QUESTIONS

1. What did you think about when you read this question?

What did this mean to you?

2. Were any questions confusing?

What was confusing?

How did you interpret it?

3. On a scale of one to ten;

how easy was it to do?

how confusing were the questions?

how important would this information be?

how interesting were the questions?

4. Do the instructions make it sound easier or more

difficult than it is?

How clear are the instructions?

How understandable are the instructions?

5. What do you think of the sample item?

6. What problems do you see with this?

How could it be fixed?

7. Do you see any difference between the two phrasings?
What difference do you see?
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Please write in the answer to the following questions in the space provided. When choices have been given, usethe numbers following the question when writing in your answer.

Sex? 1- female 2- male

Birthdate? (in the form Month- Day- Year)

Spouse's birthdate? (in the form Month- Day- Year)

How many years have you been married?

Have you been married previously? 1- yes 2-no

Has your spouse been married previously? 1- yes 2-no

How many children do you and your spouse have?

What is the age of your oldest child?

What is the age of your youngest child?

Which of the following best describes your occupation?

1-not employed outside of the home 5- office/clerical2- student 
6- trade or craft

4- paraprofessional or technical 7- laborer, service worker

. Which of the following best describes your spouse's occupation?

1- not employed outside of the home 5- office/clencal2- student 6- trade or craft
3. professional -lador c wk
4- paraprofessional or technical 7 -laborer, service worker

. Of the following, which is your best estimate of your annual family income?

1- under $10,000 4- $40,000 to $60002- $10,000 to $25,000 5- over $60,000
3- $25,000 to $40,000

. Which of the following best describes the highest level of education you have attained?
1- did not complete high school 4-received bachelors degree2- high school graduate 5- received graduate degree3- attended college or trade school

Which of the following best describes the highest level of education your spouse has attained?
1- did not complete high school 4-received bachelors degree2- high school graduate 5- received graduate degree3- attended college or trade school

Of the following, which best describes your religious preference?

1- Agnostic or Atheist 4- Jewish2- Catholic 
5- Protestant3- Islamic 
6- Other (specify)

-- a - -
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DIRECTIONS

You will be asked to read several statements about yourself your partner, and your relationship. After reading thestatement, rate how true this is for you on the first scale to the right. Circle the number on the scale which peet o elta ttmn ace o o el rm1(o taltu)t bestrepresents how well that statement matches how you feel, from 1 (not at all true) o8 (extremely true).
Next, ignore that answer. Read the statement again and decide how desirable this is for yo n orrltosi.Circle the number on the scale which best fits how desirable you feel the statement is for you fr (ve irable)to 8 (verysy rbe.yisfryufom (eyudesirable)
For example, consider the statement that follows;

My partner frequently brings me flowers.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true
2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

undesirable desirable
if your partner frequently brings you flowers, you might circle a 6 or 7 on the first scale. On the other hand, if thestatement is not accurate, you might circle a 1 or 2. frtsae nteohrhni h

In the second part of the question, ignore whether or not your partner actually brings you flowers. For the second scale,
vital part of your relationship, you might r your r , you feel this would be extremely desirable, perhaps a
vi a very unwanted ioshp, y ou miht circle 8. However, if you feel that your partner bringing you flowers wouldbe aver unwnte, perhaps even a destructive, negative part of your relationship, you might circle a 1o .Asethe second scale for each statement to reflect how desirable you feel the conent yo met w 1 or 2. Answer
relationship, regardless of your previous answer. y h ntent of the statement would be in your
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My partner initiates discussions.
1) How trueis this statement? 1 2

not at all true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2
undesirable

It is very important to me to stay in this relationship.
1) How trueis this statement? 1 2

not at all true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2
undesirable

I often worry about being rejected by my friends.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2

not at all true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2
undesirable

When we disagree, my partner changes the topic.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2

not at all true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2
undesirable

When my partner feels tenderness, warmth or affection, he or she tells me.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2

not at all true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2
undesirable

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

6 7 8
extremely true

6 7 8
desirable

6 7 8
extremely true

6 7 8
desirable

6 7 8
extremely true

6 7 8
desirable

6 7 8
extremely true

6 7 8
desirable

6 7 8
extremely true

3 4 5 6 7 8
desirable

When we are trying to reach i decision, my partner has a lot of influence when he or she talks about it, discusses
our differences and needs.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

My partner trusts me not to hurt him or her intentionally.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we are trying to reach a decision, my partner has a lot of influence when he or she directly criticizes,blames and faults me or my ideas.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true
2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

undesirable .desirable
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My partner and I have often discused separation, or ending our relationship.
1) How trueis this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we disagree, my partner leaves the room.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

My partner has a great number of things to talk to me about.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we are trying to reach a decision, my partner has a lot of influence when he or she reasons with me, argues
his or her point logically.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

It is important for my relationship to succeed, and I will do my fair share to see that it does.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

Frequently, I feel distant from my partner.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we disagree, my partner talks louder or faster than me so I can't talk.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we are trying to reach a decision, my partner has a lot of influence when he or she verbally ends the
discussion before my opinions can be expressed.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable
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My partner feels able to speak freely to me about anything.
1) How trueis this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

I feel appreciated by my partner.
1) How trueis this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we disagree, my partner clams up or withdraws from me (he or she doesn't talk to me).
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

My partner is honest, even if it might hurt me.
1) How trueis this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we are trying to reach a decision, my partner has a lot of influence when he or she repeatedly reminds me
of what he or she wants until I give in.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we disagree, my partner talks about it, discusses our differences and needs.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

My partner considers me his or her best friend.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

Whenever I realize how different I am from other people, I feel very uncomfortable.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable
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When we disagree, my partner tries to persuade or convince me that his or her way is right.
1) How trueis this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

My partner makes me feel uncomfortable sexually.
1) How trueis this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

(1-12)When we are trying to reach a decision, my partner has a lot of influence when he or she pays too much attention
to details, like the meaning of words, dates, times, or grammar.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

There are some things my partner doesn't talk about with me.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

Whenever I realize how much I am like my parents, I feel very uneasy.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we disagree, my partner directly criticizes, blames and faults me or my ideas.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we are trying to reach a decision, my partner has a lot of influence when he or she won't admit there is a
problem when I think there is.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

My partner is sexually attracted to me.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable
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When we are trying to reach a decision, my partner has a lot of influence when he or she talks louder or faster
than me so I can't talk.
1) Howtrue is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

I want very much for my relationship to succeed, and will do everything I possibly can to see that it does.
1) How trueis this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we disagree, my partner won't admit there is a problem when I think there is.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

My partner thinks Iam an interesting person.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we disagree, my partner asks for more information or how I feel.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we are trying to reach a decision, my partner has a lot of influence when he or she asks for more
information or howI feel.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

I "hold back" my sexual interest.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we disagree, my partner repeatedly reminds me of what he or she wants until I give in.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable
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I feel very committed to this relationship.
1) How trueis this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we are trying to reach a decision, my partner has a lot of influence when he or she makes me feel guilty.
1) How trueis this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we disagree, my partner does what he or she wants on his or her own without me.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true
2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

undesirable desirable

Sexual relations with my partner are very enjoyable.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

My partner respects and admires me.
1) How tme is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we are trying to reach a decision, my partner has a lot of influence when he or she tries to negotiatesomething agreeable to both of us (he or she tries to compromise).
1) How trueis this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we disagree, my partner reasons with me, argues his or her point logically.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

I frequently have thoughts of separation or divorce.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable
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When we are trying to reach a decision, my partner has a lot of influence when he or she postpones discussion
until another time or even another day.
1) How trueis this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

I feel like we do not have sex very often.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When I am in a dose relationship, I often feel that my sense of who I am gets lost.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we are trying to reach a decision, my partner has a lot of influence when he or she does what he or she
wants on his or her own without me.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

My partner senses my sexual needs.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we disagree, my partner avoids arguing about some problems because he or she believes that they will
disappear.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

My partner is supportive and encouraging when Iam unhappy.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirableWhen we disagree, my partner asks me to do what he or she wants.

1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable
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To feel right, I always need to please others.
1) Howtrue is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we disagree, my partner tries to negotiate something agreeable to both of us (he or she tries to
compromise).
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true
2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

undesirable desirable

Criticism threatens how I feel about myself.
1) How trueis this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When my partner feels joy or happiness, he or she tells me.1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we are trying to reach a decision, my partner has a lot of influence when he or she tries to negotiatesomething agreeable to both of us (he or she tries to compromise).
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true
2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

undesirable desirable

When we disagree, my partner makes me feel guilty.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true
2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

undesirable desirable

I feel sexually attracted to my partner.1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we are trying to reach a decision, my partner has a lot of influence when he or she leaves the room.1) How trueis this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable
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When we disagree, my partner postpones discussion until another time or even another day.1) How trueis this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

The problems I have now would be fewer or less severe if my parents had acted or behaved differently.1) How trueis this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we are trying to reach a decision, my partner has a lot of influence when he or she tells me how importantit is to him or her.
1) How trueis this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true
2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

undesirable desirable

My partner accepts me as a person.
1) How trueis this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true
2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

undesirable desirable
I sometimes feel lonely when my partner and I are together.
1) How trueis this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true
2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

undesirable desirable
I do what others think I should.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true
2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

undesirable desirable
When we are trying to reach a decision, my partner has a lot of influence when he or she dams up or withdrawsfrom me (he or she doesn't talk to me).p
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true
2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

undesirable desirable
When we disagree, my partner verbally ends the discussion before my opinions can be expressed.1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true
2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

undesirable desirable
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Others expect too much from me.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we have sex I feel very satisfied.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we are trying to reach a decision, my partner has a lot of influence when he or she avoids arguing aboutsome problems because he or she believes that they will disappear.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

My partner hides his or her true feelings.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

When we are trying to reach a decision, my partner has a lot of influence when he or she changes the topic.1) How trueis this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
not at all true extremely true

2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
undesirable desirable

My relationship is important in my life.
1) How true is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

not at all true extremely true
2) How desirable is this statement? 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

undesirable desirable
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Table 1

Sexuality Scale Items and Reliability Statistics.

item-total correlations

D'Angelo &
Marshall, 1987 1991

actual desired

1. I feel like we
very often. (R*)

2. My partner is
to me.

do not have sex

sexually attracted

3. When we have sex I feel very
satisfied.

4. 1 "hold back" my sexual
interest. (R)

5. My partner makes me feel
uncomfortable sexually. (R)

6. Sexual relations with my partner
are very enjoyable.

7. 1 feel sexually attracted
to my partner.

8. My partner senses my sexual
needs.

Cronbach's coefficient alpha

Test-retest correlation

.50 .32

.55 .43

.63 .51

.50 .37

.58 .36

.78 .48

.64 .43

61 .34

.84 .69

92 74

* (R) indicates the item score was reversed.

actual desired

.51 .41

.65 .60

.66 .61

.49 .44

.57 .32

.82 .64

.70 .60

.69 .54

.87 .79
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Table 2

Self-disclosure Scale Items and Reliability Statistics.

item-total correlations

D'Angelo &
Marshall, 1987 1991

actual desired actual desired

1. There are some things my partner
doesn't talk about with me. (R*)

2. My partner has a great number of
things to talk to me about.

3. My partner feels able to speak
freely about anything.

4. My partner initiates discussions.

5. My partner is honest, even if it
might hurt me.

6. When my partner feels tenderness,
warmth or affection, he or she
tells me.

7. When my partner feels joy or
happiness, he or she tells me.

8. My partner hides his or her
true feelings. (R)

Cronbach's coefficient alpha

Test-retest correlation

.51 .06

.67 .57

.64 .24

.68 .56

.63 .51 .74 .46

.45 .32

.41 .25

.53 .44

.62 .48

.68 .14

.83 .63

.92 .76

.59 .43

.47 .32

.64 .52

.57 .51

.61 .38

.86 .72

* (R) indicates the item score was reversed.
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Table 3

Emotional Affiliation Items and Reliability Statistics.

item-total correlations

D'Angelo &
Marshall, 1987 1991

actual desired actual desired

1. My partner accepts me as a person..78

2. My partner
her best friend.

3. My partner
me.

considers me his or

respects and admires

4. My partner trusts me not to hurt
him or her intentionally.

5. I feel appreciated by my partner.

6. My partner thinks I am an
interesting person.

7. Frequently, I feel distant from
my partner. (R*)

8. I sometimes feel lonely when my
partner and I are together. (R)

9. My partner is supportive and
encouraging when I am unhappy.

Cronbach's coefficient alpha

Test-retest correlation

.54

.71 .56

76 .64

.45 .38

.82 .57

.75 .66

.75 .67

.80 .70

.54 .46

.78 .65

.70 .61 .70 .61

.70 .21

.64 .18

.74 .62

.91 .76

.93 .85

.64 .32

.67 .38

.73 .55

.91 .83

* (R) indicates the item score was reversed.
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Table 4

Conflict Resolution-engaging Items and Reliability Statistics.

item-total correlations

D'Angelo &
Marshall, 1987 1991

actual desired actual desired

When we disagree, my partner...

1. Tries to negotiate something
agreeable to both of us (he
or she tries to compromise). .51 .27 .67 .54

2. Reasons with me, argues his
or her point logically. .49 .33 .68 .48

3. Talks about it, discusses
our differences and needs. .65 .54 .67 .54

4. Asks for more information or
how I feel. .70 .50 .67 .56

Cronbach's coefficient alpha .78 .63 .84 .74

Test-retest reliability .75 .56
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Table 5

Conflict Resolution-avoiding Items and Reliability Statistics.

item-total correlations

D'Angelo &
Marshall, 1987 1991

actual desired actual desired

When we disagree, my partner...

1. Does what he or she wants on
his or her own without me.

2. Clams up or withdraws from me (he
or she doesn't talk to me).

3. Postpones discussion until another
time or even another day.

4. Changes the topic.

5. Leaves the room.

6. Won't admit there is a problem
when I think there is.A

7. Verbally ends the discussion before
my opinions can be expressed..

8. Avoids arguing about some problems
because he or she believes that
they will disappear.

Cronbach's coefficient alpha

Test-retest reliability

.51 .46

77 .76

57 .74

51 .62

70 .43

65 .70

64 .77

53 .65

86 .87

87 .84
|7|.84

.49 .47

.52 .47

.54 .52

.55 .44

.49 .43

.60 .45

.54 .62

.55 .54

.82 .78
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Table 6

Conflict Resolution-dominating Items and Reliability Statistics.

item-total correlations

D'Angelo &
Marshall, 1987 1991

actual desired actual desired

When we disagree, my partner...

1. Asks me to do what he or she
wants..

2. Repeatedly reminds me of what
he or she wants until I give in.

3. Tries to persuade or convince me
that his or her way is right.

4. Directly criticizes, blames and
faults me or my ideas.

5. Makes me feel guilty.

6. Talks louder or faster than me
so Can't talk.

Cronbach's coefficient alpha

Test-retest correlation

64 .54

.60 .70

.56 .36

.61 .74

.60 .71

.50 .71

.82 .84

.94 .83

.45 .50

.64 .64

.56 .44

.66 .58

.60 .67

.49 .63

.81 .80
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Table 7

Power Outcome-engaging Items and Reliability Statistics.

item-total correlations

D'Angelo &
Marshall, 1987 1991

actual desired actual desired

When we are trying to reach a
decision, my partner has a lot
of influence when he or she...

1. Tries to negotiate something
agreeable to both of us (he
or she tries to compromise).

2. Reasons with me, argues his or
her point logically.

3. Tells me how important it is
to him or her.

4. Talks about it, discusses our
differences and needs.

5. Asks for more information or
how I feel.

Cronbach's coefficient alpha

Test-retest correlation

.40 .40

.53 .34

.40 .51

.45 .47

.49 .48

.70 .69

.54 .49

.50 .39

.55 .47

.38 .34

.51 .39

.50 .52

.73 .67
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Table 8

Power Outcome-avoiding Items and Reliability Statistics.

item-total correlations

D'Angelo &
Marshall, 1987 1991

actual desired actual desired

When we are trying to reach a
decision, my partner has a lot
of influence when he or she...

1. Does what he or she wants on
his or her own without me. .51 .75

2. Clams up or withdraws from me
(he or she doesn't talk to me). .60 .79

3. Postpones discussion until
another time or even another day. .46 .56

4. Changes the topic. .66 .82

5. Leaves the room. .62 .76

6. Won't admit there is a problem
when I think there is. .52 .62

7. Avoids arguing about some problems
because he or she believes that
they will disappear. .59 .75

Cronbach's coefficient alpha .81 .91

.54 .62

.68 .75

.46 .52

.68 .78

.58 .62

.48 .51

.65 .67

.83 .86
Test-retest correlation .84 .87

-- - III
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Table 9

Power Outcome-dominating Items and Reliability Statistics.

item-total correlations

D'Angelo &
Marshall, 1987 1991

actual desired actual desired

When we are trying to reach a
decision, my partner has a lot
of influence when he or she...

1. Repeatedly reminds me of what he
or she wants until I give in.

2. Verbally ends the discussion before
my opinions can be expressed.

3. Pays too much attention to
details, like the meaning of
words, dates times, grammar.

4. Directly criticizes, blames and
faults me or my ideas.

5. Makes me feel guilty.

6. Talks louder or faster than me
so I can't talk.

Cronbach's coefficient alpha

.54 .67

.53 .77

.50 .71

.41 .46

.56 .66

.60 .77

.77 .87

.55 .59

.50 .66

.34 .43

.50 .48

.44 .55

.60 .66

.75 .79

Test-retest correlation .81 .87
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Table 10

Commitment Items and Reliability Statistics.

item-total correlations

D'Angelo &
Marshall, 1987 1991

actual desired actual desired

1. My partner and I have often
discused separation, or
ending our relationship. (R*) .51 .40

2. I want very much for my relationship
to succeed, and will do everything
I possibly can to see that it does. .73 .37

3. It is important for my relationship
to succeed, and I will do my fair
share to see that it does. .71 .37

4. My relationship is important
in my life. .73 .44

5. I frequently have thoughts of
separation or divorce. (R) .77 .43

6. I feel very committed to this
relationship. .79 .37

7. It is very important to me to
stay in this relationship. .75 .38

Cronbach's coefficient alpha .86 .62

Test-retest reliability

.49 .62

.71 .65

.68 .73

.66 .63

.71 .68

.74 .69

.77 .62

.87 .87

.94 .66

* (R) indicates the item score was reversed.

|| II
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Table 11

Identity Items and Reliability Statistics.

item-total correlations

D'Angelo &
Marshall, 1987 1991

actual desired actual desired

1. I often worry about being
rejected by my friends. (R*)

2. Whenever I realize how different
I am from other people, I feel
very uncomfortable. (R)

3. Whenever I realize how much I
am like my parents, I feel
very uneasy. (R)

4. When I am in a close relationship,
I often feel that my sense of
who I am gets lost. (R)

5. Criticism threatens how I feel
about myself. (R)

6. To feel right, I always need
to please others. (R)

7. 1 do what others think I
should. (R)

8. Others expect too much
from me. (R)

.47 .48

.48 .50

.43 .55

.37 .72

.41 .66

.50 .56

.47 .65

.34 .57

.46 .40

.46 .44

.40 .41

.44 .62

.54 .52

.51 .50

.52 .50

.31 .46

9. The problems I have now would be fewer
or less severe if my parents had
acted or behaved differently. (R) .46 .50 .34 .27
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Table 11 (Cont.)

D'Angelo &
Marshall, 1987 1991

actual desired actual desired

Cronbach's coefficient alpha .76 .85 .76 .76

Test-retest correlation .77 .79

* (R) indicates the item score was reversed.
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Table 12

Age of Respondents.

Age n%

18-25 80 20.1

26-35 119 29.8

36-45 113 28.3

46-55 68 17.0

56+ 19 4.8
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Table 13

Respondent's Length of Marriage.

Years married II%

1-2 107 26.8

3-5 77 19.4

6-10 49 12.3

10-20 63 15.8

21-30 76 19.5

31+ 25 6.3
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Table 14

Education Level of Respondents.

Education %

Did not complete 4 1.0
high school

High school 43 10.8
graduate

Attended college or 148 37.1
trade school

Received bachelor's 129 32.3
degree

Received graduate 75 18.8
degree
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Table 15

Occupation of Respondents.

Category n %

Not employed outside 37 9.3
of the home

Student 72 18.0

Professional 170 42.6

Paraprofessional or 25 6.3
technical

Office/clerical 68 17.0

Trade or craft 15 3.8

Laborer, service 12 3.0
worker
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Table 16

Family Income of Respondents.

Income n %

Less than $10,000 7 1.8

$10,000to $25,000 68 17.0

$25,000 to $40,000 92 23.1

$40,000 to $60,000 100 25.1

Over $60,000 130 32.6
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Table 17

FactorAnalysis of Defining Actual Relationship Items*.

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4
Emot. Aff. Domin. Avoid. I Commit.

Factor 1, Emotional Affiliation

Emot. Af.-3 .79
Emot. Aff.-5 .74
Emot. Aff.-6 .74
Emot. Aff.-2 .73
Emot. Aff.-9 .70
Emot. Aff.-1 .68
S1f.-disc.-3 .64
S1f.-disc.-6 .60
Con. Res.-Eng.-4 .58
Commit.-1 .56
Emot. Aff.-4 .52
Slf.-disc.-7 .52
Con. Res.-Eng.-3 .52
Emot. Aff.-8 .51
Emot. Aff.-7 .51

Factor 2, Dominating

Con. Res.-Dom.-2

Pwr. Out.-Dom.-1

Pwr. Out.-Dom.-6

Con. Res.-Dom.-4

Con. Res.-Dom.-3

Con. Res.-Dom.-6

Con. Res.-Dom.-5

.73

.70

.65

.62

.61

.60
.54
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Table 17 (Cont.)

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4

Emot. Aff. Domin. Avoid. I Commit.

Factor 3, Avoiding I

Pwr. Out.-Avd.-2 -.67

Pwr. Out.-Avd.-5 -.65

Con. Res.-Avd.-3 -.63

Pwr. Out.-Avd.-4 -.61

Pwr. Out.-Avd.-7 -.60

Pwr. Out.-Avd.-3 -.54

Factor 4, Commitment

Commit.-6 .78

Commit.-3 .77

Commit.-7 .74

Commit.-4 .73

Commit.-2 .72
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Table 17 (Cont.)

Factor 5 Factor 6 Factor 7 Factor 8

Sexual. Ident. Avoid. II Engag.

Factor 5, Sexuality

Sexual.-6

Sexual.-8

Sexual.-7

Sexual.-2

Sexual.-3

Sexual.-5

.78

.62

.61

.60
.60

.59

Factor 6, Identity

Ident.-7

Ident.-5

Ident.-6

Ident.-1

Ident.-2

.63

.62

.61

.56

.55

Factor 7, Avoiding II

Pwr. Out.-Avd.-6

Con. Res.-Avd.-6

Con. Res.-Avd.-8

Factor 8, Engaging

Pwr. Out.-Eng.-2

* For sexuality items (sexual.) see Table 1.

For self-disclosure items (slf.-disc.) see Table 2.

For emotional affiliation items (emot. aff.) see Table 3.

-.61

-.58

-.52

.53
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Table 17 (Cont.)

For conflict resolution-engaging items (con. res.-eng.) see Table 4.

For conflict resolution-avoiding items (con. res.-avd.) see Table 5.

For conflict resolution-dominating items (con. res.-dom.) see Table 6.

For power outcome-engaging items (pwr. out.-eng.) see Table 7.

For power outcome-avoiding items (pwr. out.-avd.) see Table 8.

For power outcome-dominating items (pwr. out.-dom.) see Table 9.

For commitment items (commit.) see Table 10.

For identity items (ident.) see Table 11.
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Table 18

Mean, Standard Deviation, and Range for MIDI Scales.

ActUal Desired Item Difference

Mean Stand. Range Mean Stand. Range Mean Stand. Range

Dev. Dev. Dev.

Sex.

Slf.-
disc.

Emot.
Aff.

CR.-
Eng.

CR.-
Avd.

CR.-
Dom.

P0.-
Eng.

PO.-
Avd.

PO.-
Dom.

Cmt.

Iden-
tity

49.94

45.95

57.61

21.69

18.16

21.52

30.86

19.45

18.64

50.17

48.67

11.06

11.36

12.34

6.59

11.02

8.73

5.72

9.64

8.16

7.36

10.98

13-64

8-64

9-72

4-32

8-64

6-48

8-40

7-56

6-46

12-56

13-67

55.91

53.91

65.86

26.97

9.86

13.75

32.64

14.06

12.31

51.75

58.16

8.37

7.39

7.90

4.72

9.14

6.79

5.02

8.39

6.76

7.06

9.94

26-64

22-64

23-72

4-32

4-54

6-43

13-40

7-54

6-48

14-56

22-72

9.25

11.76

10.42

6.56

13.80

10.00

4.47

8.41

8.33

3.87

14.99

8.93 0-46

9.73 0-50

10.03 0-56

5.96 0-28

9.84 0-56

7.79 0-42

4.60 0-28

8.30 0-49

6.81 0-39

5.25T0-33

9.82 0-61

* For sexuality items (sex.) see Table 1.

For self-disclosure items (slf.-disc.) see Table 2.

For emotional affiliation items (emot. aff.) see Table 3.
For conflict resolution-engaging items (cr.-eng.) see Table 4.
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Table 18 (Cont.)

For conflict resolution-avoiding items (cr.-avd.) see Table 5.

For conflict resolution-dominating items (cr.-dom.) see Table 6.

For power outcome-engaging items (po.-eng.) see Table 7.

For power outcome-avoiding items (po.-avd.) see Table 8.

For power outcome-dominating items (po.-dom.) see Table 9.

For commitment items (cmt.) see Table 10.

For identity items see Table 11.
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Table 19

Interscale Correlations on the MIDI*.

Sif.- Emot. CR.- CR.- CR.- PO.- PO.- PO.- Iden-
Disc. Aff. Eng. Avd. Dom. Eng. Avd Dom. Cmt. tity

Sex.

Slf.-
Disc.

Emot.
Aff.

CR.-
Eng.

CR.-
Avd.

CR.-
Dom.

P0. -
Eng.

P0. -
Avd.

P0. -
Dom.

Cmt.

.57 .66 .50 -.41 -. 33 .36 -. 26 - -. 25 .60 .57

1.00 .77 .69 -. 60 -. 29 .52 -. 37 -. 21 .24 .21

1.00 .72 -.57 -.46 .56 -. 39 -. 34 .72 .26

1.00 -. 56 -. 44 .58 -. 30 -. 27 .52 .13

1.00 .54 -.36 .69 .52 -.42 -.29

1.00 -. 18 .53 .74 -. 39 -. 26

1.00 -. 24 -. 16 .46 NS

1.00 .66 -. 27 -.36

1.00 -. 28 -. 33

1.00 .21

* All correlations significant at p. < .001 unless designated.
NS signifies that the correlation was not significant.
For sexuality items (sex.) see Table 1.
For self-disclosure items (slf.-disc.) see Table 2.
For emotional affiliation items (emot. aff.) see Table 3.
For conflict resolution-engaging items (cr.-eng.) see Table 4.
For conflict resolution-avoiding items (cr.-avd.) see Table 5.
For conflict resolution-dominating items (cr.-dom.) see Table 6.
For power outcome-engaging items (po. -eng.) see Table 7.
For power outcome-avoiding items (po. -avd.) see Table 8.
For power outcome-dominating items (po. -dom.) see Table 9.
For commitment items (cmt.) see Table 10.
For identity items see Table 11.
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Table 20

Interscale Correlation on the WIQ*.

Af- Cohe- Iden- Com- Auto- Ex- Soc.
fec. sion Sex. tity pat. nomy pres. des.

Conflict

Resolution

Affection

Cohesion

Sexuality

.49

1.00

.27

.53

1.00

.21 .21

.40

.24

.22

.51 .53

.58

NS .39

1.00 .12
.01

Identity 1.00

.34

.59

.44

.37

.27 .15
.01

.46

.56

.43

.54

.65

.48

.34 .37

.19 .15
.01

Compatability

Autonomy

Expressiveness

Social
desirability

1.00 .56

1.00

* All correlations significant at . < .001 unless designated.
NS signifies that the correlation was not significant.

1.00 .93

1.00

.56

.57

.55

.58
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Table 21

Differences by Satisfaction Groups: Actual Scores*.

Less More E.
Scale Satisfied Satisfied (df =1,162) g <

Sexuality 40.87 57.80 146.10 .001

Self-disclosure 35.90 53.59 166.95 .001

Emotional 45.39 66.04 176.18 .001

Affiliation

Conflict Resolution- 16.61 26.54 104.81 .001

Engaging

Conflict Resolution- 26.67 12.60 89.60 .001
Avoiding

Conflict Resolution- 26.54 17.32 51.83 .001
Dominating

Power Outcome- 27.06 32.38 36.33 .001
Engaging

Power Outcome- 24.64 16.64 31.48 .001
Avoiding

Power Outcome- 22.30 15.78 28.50 .001
Dominating

Commitment 43.22 54.47 101.97 .001

Identity 45.20 53.01 21.96 .001

* Wilke's Lambda, E(11,152) = 24.23, 2 < .001.
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Table 22

Differences by Satisfaction Group: Desired Scores*.

Less More E
Scale Satisfied Satisfied (df = 1,162) p <

Sexuality 51.33 59.05 35.02 .001

Self-disclosure 50.84 55.72 16.15 .001

Emotional 60.87 68.38 30.58 .001
Affiliation
Conflict Resolution- 25.24 27.99 12.44 .001
Engaging
Conflict Resolution- 12.66 8.41 8.07 .01
Avoiding
Conflict Resolution- 15.31 13.56 2.41 NS**
Dominating
Power Outcome- 31.49 32.85 2.58 NS
Engaging
Power Outcome- 16.23 14.26 2.03 NS
Avoiding
Power Outcome- 13.20 12.36 .60 NS
Dominating
Commitment 46.11 54.35 46.61 .001

Identity 55.82 60.48 9.48 .01

* Wilke's Lambda, E(11,152) = 6.36, p < .001.
** NS signifies that the difference was not significant.

,..:-,s1a-a.. .:, i -,; ,,w4 «c.;..w.-i'4 ,.ti :. sti:. .<ti-e.i i,..,..r. -. .... ,. _,;..r .. _... ;. .. ,., .. : ,..:.. ... , . ,.,,,i. ,
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Table 23

Differences by Satisfaction Group: Item Difference Scores*.

Less More E
Scale Satisfied Satisfied (df = 1,162) p <

Sexuality 14.38 3.80 86.53 .001

Self-disclosure 18.96 6.14 104.05 .001

Emotional 17.83 4.56 97.49 .001

Affiliation

Conflict Resolution- 9.78 3.81 56.38 .001

Engaging
Conflict Resolution- 19.29 9.48 47.45 .001

Avoiding

Conflict Resolution- 13.78 6.70 43.64 .001

Dominating

Power Outcome- 7.30 3.11 35.44 .001

Engaging
Power Outcome- 11.60 5.90 22.46 .001

Avoiding

Power Outcome- 11.29 6.18 25.71 .001

Dominating

Commitment 6.97 1.48 60.51 .001

Identity 17.51 12.95 9.88 .01

* Wilke's Lambda, E(11,152) = 15.81, p < .001.
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